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FOR I~lMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, KY·:~The Morehead State University Foundation and Dr. Franklin 
14. !•lang rum, professor of philosophy at t4SU, have announced the estab 1 i shment 
of the Jessie R. Mangrum Memorial Scholarship Fund. 
Named for Dr. Hanagrum' s wife who died ~larch 18, the fund 11ill provide 
scholarships for full-time students in MSU's reading program. 
I 
1 
Family members, friends, colleagues and former students may make contributions 
to the fund through the MSU Foundation. 
Funeral services for the 61-year-old Nissouri native ~1ere held March 21 in 
Overland, No., near St. Louis. A memorial service at the First Baptist Church 
in Morehead is scheduled at 3 p.m. Sunday, April 10, with the Rev. Don Mantooth 
officiating. 
An assistant professor of education at MSU at the time of her death, Mrs. 
f•langrum had been teaching at the University since 1968, beginning at the former 
University Breckinridge School. She had been teaching reading in the College of 
Professional Studies since 1982. She also taught elementary school in Fleming 
County and served as .a substitute teacher in the Ro~1an County schoo 1 s. 
"While saddened by this loss, the University appreciates the thoughtful manner 
1 
' in which Dr. Mangrum has chosen to honor his wife's memory," NSU President C. Nelson 
Grote said. ''It is a fitting tribute which will encourage future students to become 
teachers of reading, thus becoming living memorials," he added. 
Active in community affairs, Mrs. t•langrum was a member of the t4orehead Woman's 
1 I Club; the HSU \~oman's Club; Rowan County Chapter, American Cancer Society and St. 
Claire Medical Center Auxiliary. Her professional memberships included the Kentucky 
Education Association and International Reading Association. 
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Apri 1 1, 1988 
FOR H1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
t<IOREHEAD, Ky.--A memorial service for Jessie R. ~1angrum, wife of Dr, Franklin 
M. Mangrum of Morehead, will be conducted Sunday, April 10, at 3 p.m. at the First 
Baptist Church with the Rev. Don Mantooth officiating. 
Mrs. Mangrum, 61, died in Downers Grove, Ill., on· March 18 and funeral services 
were held in Overland, t~o., near St. Louis. 
An assistant professor. of education at t1orehead State University at th.e time 
of her death, f·1rs. ~1angrum had been on the faculty since 1968, beginning at 
University Breckinridge School. She had been teaching reading in the College of 
Professional Studies since 1982. 
A scholarship fund to assist f·ISU students has been established by Dr. l~angrum, 
an f·1SU professor of philosophy, in memory of his wife. 
The funds will be earmarked for full-time students in the University's reading 
program and potentia 1 recipients will be nominated by a committee designated by the 
associate dean for education with final selection determined by the University 
Scholarship Committee. 
Family members, friends and colleagues may make contributions to the Jessie 
R. ~tangrum Memorial Scholarship Fund through the f1SU Foundation. 
"While saddened by this loss, the University appreciates the thoughtful manner 
in which Dr. t•langrum has chosen to honor his wife's memory," f•ISU President C. Ne 1 son 
Grote said. "It is a fitting tribute which will encourage future students to become 
teachers of reading, thus becoming living memorials," he added. 
Prior to joining the r~SU faculty, f·1rs. Mangrum taught elementary school in 
Fleming County and served as a substitute teacher in the Rov1an County schools. She 
earned her B.A., 11.A. and Rank I degrees from MSU and also had studied at Northwestern 
University. 
Active in community affairs, f·1rs. Mangrum 1~as a member of the r'torehead Woman's 
Club; the f·1SU Woman's Club; Rowan County Chapter, American Cancer Society and St. 
Claire Hedical Center Auxiliary. Her professional memberships included the Kentucky 
Education Association and International Reading Association. 
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FOR If.JMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, KY. --Two ~lorehead State University bands wi 11 present their 
annual Spring Concerts in Duncan Recital Hall on the campus of MSU, Saturday, 
April 10, at 8 p.m. 
The program 1·1ill feature the University Concert Band under the direction 
of Dr. Earle Louder, professor of music, and the University Symphony Band, 
conducted by Richard Miles, band director. 
The Concert Band's performance will be highlighted by Gustav Holst's "First 
Suite for Band," Norman De 11 o Joi o' s Emmy-award wi nnfng "Scenes from the Louvre" 
and an original Fantasia on the Navy Hymn, "Eternal Father, Strong to Save" by 
Andrew Glover. 
The University Symphony Band will perform works by Robert Russell Bennett, 
Norman Dello Joio, Pe·rcy Grainger and Roger Nixon v1hich l'lill be featured during 
the band's upcoming tour through Ohio, Indiana and Greater Chicago Area. 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
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FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE 
t•10REHEAD, Ky. --t-1orehead State University's Continuing Education Program for 
nursing and allied health professionals will sponsor a three-day workshop for 
registered nurses, April 6-8 in Reed Hall. 
This workshop, entitled Pediatric Nursing Assessment II, is designed for 
nurses 1·1ho practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local and 
district health departments. Sessions will provide an update on concepts and 
skills in the nursing assessment of infants, toddlers, and preschool-aged children. 
The faculty will include Karen Parker, a nurse practitioner at Children's 
Hospital Medical Center in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Michael Sheets, nurse practitioner 
with the Frenchburg Clinic, an outreach service of St. Claire Medical Center. 
Sheets will provide assistance with a laboratory session on Thursday, from 
1 to 4 p.m. 
"It is through cooperative efforts such as this involving other area health 
professionals and health agencies working in conjunction with the University, 
that we can help increase the skills of health care professionals in the region," 
said Pauline Ramey, coordinator of the continuing education program. 
All participants will receive continuing education units from MSU. Nurses 
will receive contact hours as approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. 
The cost of the training session is $90. Participants need to bring a 
Denver Kit, reflex hammer, and a tuning fork to the workshop. Learning activities 
will include lecture-discussion, demonstration and practice in peer pairs. It is 
suggested that all participants wear clothing suitable to participate in the 
laboratory practice. 
On the last day of the workshop, there will be a practice session dealing with 
the preschool age child. Additional information and registration is available 
by calling (606) 783-2635. 
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FOR If1HEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for 
nursing and allied health professionals will sponsor a one-day workshop on legal 
aspects in health care education on Friday, April 8, in the Adron Doran University 
Center. 
The workshop--designed for nursing administrators and educators, and radiologic 
and medical technologists--will feature discussions on malpractice cases, the 
litigation process, and legal issues related to patient acceptance or refusal of 
health care among other issues. 
Tamera Todd Cotton, registered nurse and practicing attorney with a Louisville 
law firm, 1~ill provide the instruction. 
The cost of the workshop is $42 which includes refreshments and handouts. 
All participants will receive continuing education units from NSU and nurses will 
receive seven contact hours as approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. 
Additional information and registration is available by calling (606) 783-2635. 
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April 1, 1983 
FOR HIMEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREtlEAD, Ky.--1·1orehead State ·university•'·s chapter of Phi Kappa Phi national 
honor society will hold its ''Tribute to Excellence" banquet on Thursday, 
April 7, at 6 p.m. in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center. 
During the evening, outstanding students will be recognized for their 
academic ability. Freshmen students, who have completed one semester, with 
a perfect 4.0 grade point average will be honored. 
The MSU chapter has initiated nearly 1,500 members, awarded 289 freshman 
honor certificates and given a number of cash scholarships since its chartering 
in 1972. This is the only major national scholastic society which recognizes 
academic excellence in all disciplines. 
Phi Kappa Phi initiates juniors, seniors, alumni or faculty. To be 
eligible for membership, juniors must have a grade point average of 3.7 or 
higher and seniors must have a 3.6 g.p.a. or higher. Alumni who have 
graduated cum laude or higher and faculty who have distinguished themselves 
in their career are eligible to join. 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2~06. 
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FOR H1t4EDIATE RELEASE 
UPOBOXHOO 
PUBLIC INFORMA110N 
JUDITH VANCf. DIRECJOR 
MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
t·10REHEAD, Ky.--The close ties between education and economic deve 1 opment were 
reemphasized at Morehead State University's Founders Day on Thursday, March 31, as 
I'ISU received checks totalling more than $92,000 from two Kentucky firms: Ashland 
Oil, Inc., and Nountain Rural Telephone Cooperative. 
John R. Hall, AOI chairman of the board and chief executive officer, presented 
NSU President C. Nelson Grote with a $50,000 matching grant ·check as part of the 
Albright Challenge Grant announced by the firm last year. In order to receive the 
money, MSU had to match it with an additional $50,000 in new gifts. 
Speaking at the Founders Day luncheon where he presented the check, Hall told 
the cro~1d of more than 200 that the nation needed the brightest and best students if 
it is going to compete. 
"If we are to grow and prosper, we need to be more competitive," he said. "We need 
to see more of our students graduate from high school and go to college." He added 
that the only available jobs in the future 11ould be high tech and require training 
and education. 
Praising MSU for its thrust to educate the region's students, Hall said: 
"Education has been treated ~lith a degree of uncertainty in the state; but, 
without qua 1 ity education, we cannot improve the economy in Kentucky." Hall a 1 so 
said that more than 200 of AOI's employees were MSU graduates and that the grant 
showed a continuation of the vote of confidence his company has in MSU. 
Continuing the demonstration of support for education, Judge Otto Ingram, chairman 
of the board of Nountain Rural Telephone Cooperative, announced a co-sponsorship with 
t•ISU of a scholarship program and presented a check for $42,500 to fund 17 scholarships, 
beginning with the fall semester. The scholarships, valued at $2,500 each, will 
benefit students from high schools in Elliott, Morgan, Menifee, Wolfe and Bath counties. 
Other awards presented at the luncheon included the Outstanding Faculty/Staff 
Support of Private Giving Award to Dr. Christopher Gallaher, ~1SU Department of Nusic 
chair, for helping to raise more than $80,000 for scholarships and equipment during 




Also recognized was David Bolt, vice president of the MSU Foundation and assistant 
administrator at St. Claire Medical Center, as the 1988 Fund-Raising Volunteer of the 
Year. Hall was presented the Foundation's Host Valuable Giver A~1ard as 1~ell. 
The Founders Day Award for University Service was presented to Dr. George T. Young 
in absentia at the Convocation and Awards Ceremony in Button Auditorium earlier in 
the day. The MSU professor emeritus of government and history has devoted 56 years 
to teaching and serving the University. He is currently recuperating from surgery 
in Louisville. 
Accepting the award on behalf of his brother, Louisville attorney Preston Young 
said: "f•ly brother never taught a worthless student. There may have been some who were 
lazy, but it wasn't their fault; George always believed it was the role of the 
professor to find ways to motivate those students." 
Preceding the awards presentation, Dr. Kenneth Mortimer, vice president/vice provost 
at Pennsylvania State University, told the audience that the United States must become 
a nation of educated people. ''The three R's of the 80s have been described as reductions, 
reallocations and retrenchments," the convocation speaker said. "But we must do more 
than survive. " 
He noted that a major problem on college and university campuses was a combination 
of "shrinking students and declining resources. Each college and university must 
establish and maintain high standards of student and institutional performance," he 
said, citing three keys to student learning: student involvement, making sure that 
policies insure that both student and institution share high expectations for what 
can be accomplished, and an assessment component for all participants. 
"l1e need to improve the qua 1 i ty of education in the undergraduate experience and 
concentrate more on educating the whole person," he urged. In closing, Dr. Mortimer 
stressed that a college degree must be meaningful. "To be meaningful, one had to 
be involved; involvment increases student performance, and with performance, 
involvement and learning increases,'' Dr. Mortimer said. 
Founders Day activities concluded with the annual Alumni Awards Dinner and the 
induction of three MSU graduates into the Alumni Hall of Fame by MSU Alumni 
Association President Uilliam L. (Bill) Phelps. The 1988 honorees were Dr. Wanda 
Bigham, president of f·larycrest College, Davenport, Iowa; Dr. Gary S. Cox, executive 
director of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education, and J. Dan Lacy, vice president 
of corporate communications for Ashland Oil. 
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1----t4orehead State University's 1988 Founders Day Award for University Service went 
to George T. Young, professor emeritus of 
University for more than half a century. 
government and history who served the 
Accepting the award from ~ISU Board of 
on behalf of his brother who recently Regents Chairman Louie B. Nunn, right, 
underwent surgery was Preston Young of Loui svi 11 e. 
2----Suggesting that the three R's today stood for "reductions, reallocations and 
retrenchments," Dr. Kenneth t1ortimer, the Founders Day Convocation and Awards 
Ceremony speaker, told the audience in Button Auditorium that higher education 
institutions "must do more than survive.'' Vice president and vice provost at 
Pennsylvania State University, Dr. Mortimer is recognized internationally for his 
efforts to increase quality in higher education. 
3----John R. Hall, center, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of 
Ashland Oil, Inc., received a standing ovation at the Founders Day luncheon. 
Named the MSU Foundation's Most Valuable Giver, Hall spoke at the luncheon 
and presented the University a check for $50,000 to match new private gifts 
raised by the Foundation over the past year as part of the Albright Challenge 
Grant initiated last year by Ashland Oil. Leading the acknowledgement were 
MSU President c. Nelson Grote, right, and BOR Chairman Louie B. Nunn. 
4----Judge Otto Ingram, board chairman of the Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative, 
announced the cooperative's co-sponorship of a new scholarship program for 
students from Elliott, Morgan, Menifee, Wolfe and Bath counties. He presented 
a check to fund 17 scholarships of $2,500 each for the program which begins this 
fall. 
5----Also honored at the luncheon were Dr. Christopher Gallaher, left, Department of 
~1usic chair, as Outstanding Faculty/Staff Support of Private Giving Award 
recipient, and David Bolt, right, assistant administrator at St. Claire Medical 
Center and vice president of the MSU Foundation, as the 1988 Fund~Raising 
Volunteer of the Year. 1·1SU President Grote in making the awards noted that Dr. 
Gallaher had raised more than $80,000 for scholarships and equipment during the 
year. 
6----Inducted into MSU's Alumni Hall of Fame as outstanding graduates who have 
distinguished themselves in their professions were, from left, Dr. Gary S. . 
~-~~-- ~ -----'---=-~--_::_-,.;---:::.~ -----.,;.-'-- ........ -~--=-·::-- - -- ~- - ------==-=--~ --"-~--= 
- Cox, executfve-direcitor of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education; Dr. 
Wanda Bigham, president of Marycrest College, and J. Dan Lacy, vice president 
of corporate communications for Ashland.Oil. 
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f•10REHEAD, Ky.--Two r~orehead State University faculty members--Or. Charles Holt, 
professor of history," and Dr. Kent Freeland, professor of education--have been named 
to the Steering Committee for the Kentucky Council for the Social Studies (KCSS). 
"The Steering Committee was set up to set direction for the future of social 
studies education in Kentucky," said Dr. Freeland. 
Dr. Holt and Dr. Freeland are also editors of the So.uthern Social Studies 
Quarterly, the journal of the KCSS. 
The National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) have asked Steering Committee 
members to serve as curriculum folio readers for all Kentucky colleges and universities 
seeking accreditation from the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher 
Education and the Kentucky Department of Education. 
The members will periodically travel to meeting sites where they will read 
and critique the curriculum folios to decide how the teacher education programs 
at various colleges and universities conform to NCSS guidelines. 
"Our recommendation will then be relayed back to the NCSS headquarters in 
Washington, D.C., so that they can carry out their part in the accreditation 
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f'lOREHEAD, Ky.--Joyce Le~1aster, a Morehead State University associate professor 
of English, has been appointed to the Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship Selection 
Committee for a one-year term. 
She was one of seven members, one from each of Kentucky's congressional 
districts, named by the Kentucky Department of Education to select this year's 
scholarship recipients. 
"Scholarships have been awarded to 78 Kentuckians this year," said Le~1aster. 
"The cha 11 enge was to determine which students would receive the award when a 11 
applicants were proven leaders with high academic .scores," she added. Scholarship 
recipients were awarded a $1,500 stipend to the college or university of their choice. 
All the states participate in the Byrd Scholarship Program, LeMaster noted. 
The Program, originally the Federal ~lerit Scholarship Program, was named for Sen. 
Byrd because of his efforts to fund the program. This year, 700 Kentucky students 
applied for the scholarship, according to Lel4aster. 
An ~1SU faculty member since 1961, Lef.laster holds two degrees from fclSU and has 
done graduate and post graduate work at Indiana University. 
She is a member -of the Kentucky Council of Teachers of English, Kentucky 
Philological Association, Appalachian Writers Association and has done book reveiws 
for the Kentucky Historical Society and the Filson Club Journal. She is a member 
of the MSU Alumni Association executive council, Phi Kappa Phi honor society and 
Delta Zeta sorority. 
For severa 1 years, Lel·laster has ~1orked with the Jesse Stuart Foundation and 
is currently serving on the planning committee for the 1988 MSU Jesse Stuart 
Symposium. She is the College of Arts and Sciences representative to the Faculty 
Senate and a member of the 1·1SU' s Performing Arts Trio. 
LeMaster is first vice president of the Morehead Woman's Club and the Rowan 
County Democratic Woman's Club. 
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RAIDERS INVADE FOREST 
Morehead State University's Raider Company recently held a 30-mile l1ike through 
the Daniel Boone National Forest. Eleven members participated in the three-day 
event. They were given instruction in equipment use, meal preparation and other 
means of survival by Sgt. Ladislau Szilagyi and Capt. Kenneth l•lusser, both of the 
Department of Military Science. According to Sgt. Szilagyi, the exercise also 
was a community service effort to report any damage along the hike area to the 
~ational Forest Service. Above are Raider cadets preparing to leave for the hike. 
(f·lSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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Apri 1 7, 1988 
FOR 1~1MEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--steve Collins Jr., a Morehead State University senior majoring 
in music, will present a trumpet recital at 8 ,p.m. Monday, April 11, in Duncan 
Recital Hall. 
A student of John K. Stetler, MSU associate professor of music, Collins is 
the son of Steve Collins and Henrietta May, both of ~latewan. His accompanist 
for the free public event will be Lucretia Stetler, MSU associate professor of 
music. 
Collins has been principal cornet for MSU's Symphony Band for three years, 
lead trumpet for the Harching Band for two years and assistant principal cornet 
with the Kentucky All-Collegiate Band. 
He also performs with the Brass Choir, MSU Orchestra and Jazz Ensemble I. 
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SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEI~S 
~ISU HOSTS CHINESE EDUCATORS: A Picture Story 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University earlier this week played host to a 
delegation of educators from the Province of Xinjiang in the People's Republic of 
China. 
The group is visiting campuses nationwide, under the auspices of the USA/China 
Teacher Education Consortium and its counterpart the Sino/American Teacher Educatio~ 
Consortium, to learn about higher education in America and promote the exchange of 
faculty and students. 
Led by Zhi-Zhang Yuan, vice minister of education for Xinjiang Province, the 
delegation included Akimu Japar, president of Xinjiang University; Ablikim Ahji, 
president of Xinjiang Normal University; Mehersuti, presiden~ of Xinjiang Educational 
College and Qin Zhang, a staff member of the Ministry of Education, who served as 
interpreter. Accompany; ng the group was Ji an-Liang l·lang, executive director of the 
USA/China Teacher Education Consortium and a faculty member at Western Kentucky 
University. 
Their visit to ~1orehead State was a result of a six-11eek visit to the northern 
provinces of China made by Dr. Larry W. Jones, dean of HSU' s College of Professional 
Studies, as a 1987 Summer Fulbright-Hays Fellow. 
The delegation met with MSU faculty and administrators as well as student 
leaders and honor students. Tours of campus facilities were provided, ranging 
from the robotics lab to Camden-Carroll Library and from the Claypool-Young Art 
Building to the Academic-Athletic Center. The group also visited Rowan County 
Senior High School and .the Vocational School. 
In addition to the official interpreters, four HSU foreign students assisted 
in breaking the language barrier. They were Clement Liew, Jeff Teh, "Mr." Alexander 




Presented with mementos to remind them of MSU and Kentucky, including individual 
Kentucky Colonelcies, the visitors brought gifts to their hosts. One was a special 
jade-type stone carving of two birds with beaks intertwined for President and Mrs. 
C. Nelson Grote. The sculpture was done by a Xinjiang vocational school student. 
Cutlines: 
1----Posing for an "official" portrait were, from left, Qin Zhang of the ~linistry 
of Education, President Ablikim Ahji, Vice Minister Zhi-Zhang Yuan, President 
Grote, t~rs. Grote, President Akimu Japar, President f·1ehersuti and Consortium 
Executive Director Jian-Liang Wang. 
2----During the tours of various campus facilities, the group visited the robotics 
lab where MSU senior Steve Avery of Louisville explained and demonstrated 
some of the equipment. 
3----Among the souvenirs the delegation will take back home are parchment scrolls 
imprinted with Jesse Stuart's "Kentucky Is HyLand." Dr. John C. Philley, 
right, dean, College of Arts and Sciences, presents a scroll to Vice Minister 
Yuan, left, while Director Wang assists. 
4----Interpreter Zhang tests her physical fitness on one of MSU's weight machines 
during a tour of the Academic-Athletic Center. 
5----A trip to the Rowan County Senior High School provided the visitors an opportunity 
to talk with public school students. Sharing their views at the right are 
January Price, Clarissa Purnell and Claire Cain. 
6----At the closing luncheon, Vice Minister Yuan presented Dr. Grote with a special 
gift, a sculpture of two birds with beaks intertwined carved from a jade-type 
stone. 
(folSU photos by Ray Bradley) 
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FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE 
f40REHEAD, KY.--1·1orehead State University's College of Professional Studies 
will offer a Workshop. on Jesse Stuart (EDSE 599) at Paul Blazer High School 
Monday through Thursday ( 4 - 6 p.m.) 14ay 2-26. 
In addition to the afternoon class sessions, the Workshop on Jesse Stuart 
will feature a Saturday tour of Stuart's W-Hollow homeland conducted by the late 
author's brother and sisters. 
Dr. James M. Gifford, executive director of the Jesse Stuart Foundation, will 
teach this class. Dr. Gifford, an authority on Southern and Appalachian history, 
has published extensively in educational, historical, and literary journals, including 
the South Atlantic Quarterly. He currently is editing Stuart's out-of-print works 
for republication, and he is a co-author of ''Jesse Stuart, The Man and His Books," 
the class text. 
According to Dr. Larry Jones, dean of MSU's College of Professional Studies, 
the workshop is carefully designed to acquaint teachers with Jesse Stuart's life 
and works within a regional studies context. While this three-hour course is 
designe~ primarily for teachers, upper-level' undergraduate students and auditors 
are welcome too. 
"Morehead state University has a mandate to serve the people and institutions 
of Eastern Kentucky," said Dr. Gifford, "and a course with regional studies focus 
will help many teachers to better understand their Eastern Kentucky homeland." 
Class registration will take place on the first afternoon of class, May 2, at 
4 p.m. at Paul Blazer High School. Additional information can be obtained by calling 




1100 MOREHEAD, KV 606-783-2030 
Apri 1 8, 1988 
FOR mMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--The 21st annual Hiss l·lorehead State University Scholarship 
Pageant, l·londay and Tuesday, April 18-19, promises to be a truly crovming event 
with the appearance of some special guests as 19 I~SU students compete for $6,000 
in scholarships and awards. 
Making royal appearances on both days v1ill be Elizabeth Gray ~lcDowell, ~liss 
Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, Hiss ~ISU 1987, and Laurie Keller, f·li ss Kentucky 
1985. Appearing Tuesday only will be ~liss America 1988, Kaye Lani Ray Rafko. 
The Pageant, sponsored by MSU's Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils, is 
an official preliminary of the f·1iss Kentucky Pageant. This year's theme will be 
"Broadway Tonight," and performances will begin at 7:30 each evening in Button 
Auditorium. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for I~SU students with va 1 i d I. D. cards, 
and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available at $5 for 
both nights for students and $10 for both nights for the general public if purchased 
in advance. all seats are reserved. 
The 19 contestants, to be judged in evening gown competition, swimsuit 
competition, talent competition, and a seven-minute private interview, are: 
Susan Lynn Adams, Neon senior and the daughter of Daniel Adams; 
Sheila M. Bailey, Trotwood, Ohio, freshman and the daughter of Robert Bailey; 
Camala J. Barnes, Kimper freshman and the daughter of John Barnes; 
r~argaret Ann Blackwell, Frankfort junior and the daughter of Edward Blackwell; 
Helissa J. Halcomb, Jeremiah junior and the daughter of Truman Halcomb; 
Mysti Dawn He 11 ard, Lexington freshman and the daughter of Kaye He 11 ard; 
Elizabeth Ann Howard, Auxier freshman and the daughter of Chalmer Howard; 
Cathy Jo Hudgins, Cynthiana sophomore and the daughter of Phyllis Hudgins; 
Stacey Rosette Johnson, Hindman junior and the daughter of Jack Johnson; 
Cynthia Ellen Kazee, Isonville junior and the daughter of Carl Kazee; 
(r•IORE) 
~li ss t•ISU 
2-2-2-2 
Angela Leanne Kincer, Neon sophomore and the daughter of Randall Kincer; 
Joy Stephanie Kinney, Louisville freshman and the daughter of Stephen Kinney; 
Alecia Collins Koch, Greenfield, Ohio, freshman and the daughter of Charles Koch; 
Georgieana Lester, f.lorehead sophomore and the daughter of Sam Lester; 
_Crysta 1 to!el ody ~layer, Frenchburg freshman and the daughter of John ~layer; 
Kitty t·1oore, Hi Hat freshman and the daughter of Jackie Martin; 
Cynthia Anne Patrick, West Union, Ohio, junior and the daughter of James Patrick; 
t•larri a 1 ana Pri nee, Grayson sophomore and the daughter of Zulus Pri nee; and 
Jami ~1arie Royal, Lafayette, Ind., sophomore and the daughter of JoAnne Royal. 
Tickets will be on sale on the second floor of the Adron Doran University Center, 
Monday-Thursday from 10 a.m.-2 p.m., April 11-14 and Monday, April 18. Additional 
hours of ticket sales will be available on Tuesday, April 12, from 3:30-5:30 p.m. 
Tickets may be purchased at the door on pageant nights. 
PY 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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April 8, 1988 
FOR IMI4EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Rowan County sophomore is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19,· in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Georgieana Lester, a business finance major and the daughter of Sam Lester 
of Morehead, will give a vocal presentation in the competition. She is a member 
of Delta Gamma sorority. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, r1iss r·1SU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Niss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available· 
at $5 for both nights. for MSU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 78A-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX ~ ~00 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--A Knott County junior is one of 19 contestants in the 1988 
Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button Auditorium, 
beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Stacey Johnson, an English major and the daughter of Jack Johnson of Hindman, 
will present a jazz gymnastics performance in the competition. She is a member 
of the l~ignon Tower hall council. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray l~cDowell, 1•1iss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, t~iss MSU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, ~!iss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for MSU students with valid !.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for MSU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
Apri 1 8, 1988 
FOR m~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A West Union, Ohio, junior is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium,, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Cynthia Anne Patrick, -elementary education major and daughter of James Patrick, 
will present a musical performance in the competition. She is a member of Gamma 
Beta Phi Society, 1987 Homecoming Court, and the Dean's List. She is captain 
of the Fast Breaks Dance Team and vice president of Chi Omega sorority. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, 14iss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, Miss MSU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, l-1iss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for t4SU students with va 1 i d I. D. 
cards, and $6 per nig"ht for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for I-1SU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 78~-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. ICY G51 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE 
f40REHEAD, Ky.--Two Floyd County students are among the 19 contestants in 
the 1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in 
Button Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Elizabeth Anne Howard, Auxier freshman and daughter of Chalmer Howard! \Jill 
present a vocal perforinanc.e in the competition. She is a member of the University 
Chorus and Delta Gamma sorority. 
Kitty Moore, Hi Hat freshman and the daughter of Jackie Martin, will present 
a dance routine in the competition. She is a member of the f4odern Dance Group 
at ~1SU. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss Ameriya 
1988; Elizabeth Gray ~kDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, Miss NSU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Miss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for ~1SU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IM~1ED IATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A_Harrison County sophomore is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 f•liss ~1orehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Cathy Jo Hudgins, sophomore merchandising major, is the daughter of Phyllis 
Hudgins of Cynthiana. She· participates in intramurals on campus and is a past 
member of the hall council. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray HcDowe 11 , Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, ~li ss ~lSU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Hiss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for HSU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights· for ~1SU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 78~-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .· UPO BOX 1100 MORaEAD, KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR It41-1EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--A Greenfield, Ohio, freshman is one of 19 contestants in 
the 1988 t·1iss f~orehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in 
Button Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Alecia Collins Koch, radio/television major and the daughter of Charles 
Koch, will present a inodern jazz dance routine in the competition. A member 
of Kappa Delta sorority, she works with MSU's television station, Channel 12, 
in the production of Nightbeat, serves as anchor for News Update, and is hostess 
of Reverb. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, ~liss HSU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, t•liss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the .event are $3 per night for MSU students with valid I. D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for ~1SU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 





JUDITH VNlCV. DIRECKJR 
BOX1100 4035t 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR mMEDIATE RELEASE 
f40REHEAD, Ky.--A Menifee County freshman is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 Miss f·1orehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Crystal Melody Mayer,. daughter of John ~layer of Frenchburg, will present 
a musical performance in the competition. She is a member of the MSU Marching 
Band and Flag Corps. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, f4iss ~1SU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Miss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for HSU students with va 1 i d I. D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. (special package is available 
at $5 for both ni.ghts for f.JSU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
. 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1t00 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IM~1ED TATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A. Lafayette, Ind., sophomore is one of 19 contestants in 
the 1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in 
Button Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
606-783·2030 
Jami Harie Royal, a music education major and the daughter of JoAnne RoYal, 
will present a musical performance in the competition. She is a member of the 
MSU Marching, Symphony and Concert Bands, and Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, f~iss MSU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Miss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for f4SU students with valid I. D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights· for I~SU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1t00 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IH~IEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Trotwood, Ohio, freshman is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Sheila Marie Bailey, a business management major and the daughter of Robert 
Bailey, will present a dance routine in the competition. She is a member of 
the MSU Marching Band Flag Corps. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, Miss MSU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Miss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both night~ for MSU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8,' 1988 
FOR II4~1ED lATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--A Carter County sophomore is one of 19· contestants in the 
1988 ~1iss ~1orehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Marrialana Prince, a communications major and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Zulus Prince of Grayson, w.ill present a vocal performance in the competition. 
She is a member of Alpha Epsilon Rho. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray tkDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, f.liss ~1SU 
1987 and Laurie Ke 11 er, 1·1i ss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for ~1SU students w.i th va 1 i d I. D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights. for ~ISU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased'in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 




JUOilH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
UPOBOXHOO KV4035t 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Three Letcher County students are among the 19 contestants 
in the 1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, 
in Button Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Susan Lynn Adams, senior clothing and textiles major is the daughter of 
Daniel Adams of Neon, and will present a dance routine in the competition. She 
· is a member of the Army ROTC, Pershing Rifles Drill Team, Scabbard and Blade 
Honor Society and Raider Club. 
f•1e 1 i ssa Jeanne Ha 1 comb, junior bi o 1 ogy major and the daughter of Truman 
and Bobbie Sue Halcomb of Jeremiah, will give a piano presentation in the competition. 
She is a resident adviser at Regents Hall. 
Angela LeAnne Kincer, sophomore accounting major and the daughter of Randall 
Kincer of Neon, will present a musical performance in the competition. She is 
a member of the Baptist Student Union. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, Miss NSU 
1987 and Laurie Kelle.r, Miss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for r~su students with va 1 i d I. D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for MSU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) ';7.~'4-6974. 
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Apri 1 8, 1988 
FOR IM11EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--An Elliott County junior is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Cynthia Ellen Kazee, an English and French major and the daughter of Carl 
Kazee, will present a vocal performance in the competition. She is a member 
of Delta Zeta sorority. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, 14iss ~1SU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, 14iss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the eirent are $3 per night for t4SU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights· for 14SU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if. purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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April 8, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Pike County freshman is one of 19 contestants in the 1988 
Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button Auditorium, 
beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Camala Janette Barnes, an interior design major and the daughter of John 
Barnes of Kimper, will present a musical performance in the competition. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray t~cDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, t•liss t·1SU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, ~1iss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for NSU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for r~su students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased i-n advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOXHOO MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR H11~ED IATE RELEASE 
~IOREHEAD, Ky.--A. Fayette County freshman is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 ~1iss t4orehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
~1ysti Dawn Hellard, a ·graphic arts major and the daughter of Kaye Hellard 
of Lexington, will present a dance routine in the competition. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray 'Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, Miss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, t·1iss t•ISU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Miss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for MSU students and $10.for both nights for the general 
public if purchased ih advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Franklin County junior is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 Miss Horehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
r~argaret Ann Blackwell, a radio/television major and the daughter of Edward 
Blackwell of Frankfort, will present a dance routine in the competition. She 
is a member of Gamma Beta Phi honor society, Delta Zeta sorority and MSU varsity 
cheerleader. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Hiss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray f~cDowell, Hiss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, l1liss ~1SU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, ~1iss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the event are $3 per night for f~SU students with va 1 i d I. D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for MSU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased in advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 




.... ~ •• JUDITH VAHeY, DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783·2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR mMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A. Jefferson County freshman is one of 19 contestants in the 
1988 Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant, April 18-19, in Button 
.Auditorium, beginning at 7:30 nightly. 
Joy Stephanie Kinney, -the daughter of Stephen Kinney of Louisville, will 
present a vocal performance in the competition. She is an MSU cheerleader. 
Special guests for the Pageant will include Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Miss America 
1988; Elizabeth Gray McDowell, t•1iss Kentucky 1987; Glenda Rene Haney, 1•1iss t~SU 
1987 and Laurie Keller, Hiss Kentucky 1985. 
Tickets for the eveni are $3 per night for· MSU students with valid I.D. 
cards, and $6 per night for the general public. A special package is available 
at $5 for both nights for t1SU students and $10 for both nights for the general 
public if purchased fn advance. All seats are reserved. 
Tickets will be available at the door on Pageant nights. Additional information 
is available by calling (606) 784-6974. 
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THIS WEEK AT ~10REHEAb STATE UNIVERSITY 
· (Apri 1 10-16) 
Sunday, April 10 
3 P.M. SYMPHONY AND CONCERT BANDS SPRING CONCERT, Duncan Recital Hall. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Monday, April 11 
PRE-REGISTRATION FOR SUf·1MER I, II AND THE FALL SEMESTER, CAf~PUS; thru April 15. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2008. 
8 A.M. BLOODMOBILE, Button Drill Room; also April 12. 
Tuesday, April 12 
8 P.~l. CONCERT: U.S. Navy Band "The Sea Chanters," Duncan Recital Hall. 
Additional information: (606) 784-6221. 
Friday, April 15 
7 P.M. INDIVIDUAL SPEECH TEAM NATIONAL SHOWCASE, Breckinridge Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2713. 
7 P.M. AGRICULTURE CLUB HORSE SHOW, Derrickson Agricultural Complex; also 
April 16. Additional information: (606) 783-2662. 
Saturday, April 16 
- INTERNATIONAL DAY, campus. 
6:30P.M. INTERNATIONAL DAY BANQUET, Crager Room, Adron Doran University 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2123. 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. ICY 40351 6()6. 783·2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR I~1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Small Business Development Center 
(SBDC) has been selected to participate in a national pilot program designed to 
uncover and evaluate technological innovations being developed by individuals or 
small businesses, according to Ernest Begley, director of the MSU Center. 
Under the pilot program, the Norehead SBDC 1~ill forward promising ideas for 
inventions to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) to be evaluated under the 
Energy-Related Inventions Program, which has been conducted since 1975 by NBS and 
the Department of Energy (DOE). Inventions believed to have energy-saving potential 
will be recommended to DOE for possible support. DOE can provide financial support 
or help in marketing the inventor's idea. 
Grants typically have ranged between $50,000 and $200,000 with an average of 
$80,000 per invention. If NBS finds the invention lacks the required energy-saving 
potential but nonetheless, has commercial promise, it will be referred back to the 
originating Small Business Development Center with suggestions for further development. 
The Morehead SBDC is participating as part of the Kentucky SBDC and the Association 
of Small Business Development Centers (ASBDC). The ASBDC is a coalition of 49 state 
and regional SBDC's with a nationwide network of nearly 700 local offices. The 
centers provide training and guidance to small businesses and entrepreneurs. 
"We deal with a great many people, and some of them have good ideas that could 
be commercially feasible," said Gregory Higgins, president of the Association and 
Director of the Florida SBDC. "But we don't have the expertise to properly evaluate 
those ideas or the funding to help get their ideas from the workshop to the 
marketplace. That's where the Energy-Related Inventions Program comes in. We 
believe the two programs fit hand in glove, and look forward to a long and fruitful 
collaboration." 
Since the energy-related inventions program started 13 years ago, NBS has 
recommended more than 400 inventions to DOE for support out of 24,000 requests for 




Says G(!orge Le11ett of the IJational Bureau of Standards Office: 
"The networks of small business development centers will greatly enhance our 
ability to find inventors with new ide as." He added, "Of course, the more inventions 
submitted for evaluation, the more are recommended for DOE support, and the more 
.become successful in the marketplace." 
Statistics show that only 15 or 20 inventions are recommended to DOE for every 
1000 inventions submitted to NBS for evaluation. Of course, three to five become 
commercial successes. 
The program will be assessed after a year by NBS and the ASBDC and may be 
expanded to include sma 11 business deve 1 opment centers in other states. 
For further information, contact Begley at the Morehead Small Business Development 




JUDITH VAHeY. DIREcroR 
UPOBOX1100 ~EAD. 606-783·2030 
Apri 1 8, 1988 
FOR INt~EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--A Harrison, Ohio, senior has a leading role in "Cat on a 
Hot Tin Roof," a production by Morehead State University Theatre students .. 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama by Tennessee Williams will be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
~laria t~ajella Rosen, daughter of t4r. and Mrs. Edward C. Rosen, is a theatre 
major. She is a member of the MSU Players and Theta Alpha Phi national honor 
theatre fraternity. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 
Box Office, {606) 783-2170. 
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April 8, 1988 
FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Geneva, Ohio, senior will portray Big r~ama in "Cat on a 
Hot Tin Roof," a prod.uction by ~1orehead State University Theatre students. 
The Pulitzer Pri ze-wi nni ng drama by Tennessee 1-/i 11 i ams wi 11 be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
Karen J. O'Baker, daughter of C. Robert and r~argaret O'Baker, is a theatre 
major. She is a member of the MSU Players, Chamber Singers, Jazz Fusion, Concert 
Choir and Theta Alpha .Phi national honor theatre fraternity. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 




.... ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 . MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Cynthiana seniors will participate in "Cat on a Hot 
Tin Roof," a 1·1orehead· State University Theatre production. 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama by Tennessee Williams will be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
Julie F. Jones, daughter of Mrs. Florieta F. Jones, will portray Maggie in 
the production. A speech/theatre major, she is a member of the MSU Players, Delta 
Gamma sorority, and Theta Alpha Phi national honor theatre fraternity. 
Tara L. Lail, daughter of Linda Lail and Jerry Lail, will serve as stage 
manager. A speech/theatre major, she is a member of Theta Alpha Phi national 
honor theatre fraternity. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to t4SU students with valid I. D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 
Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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April 8, 1988 
FOR IMI4EDIATE RELEASE 
t40REHEAD, Ky.--Ail Ashland student-has·a leading role in "Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof," a production by 14orehead State University Theatre students. 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama by Tennessee Williams will be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
Carl V. Curnutte II I, son of 14r. and l'lrs. Carl V. Curnutte Jr. , is a theatre 
major. He is a member of the 14SU Players and president of Theta Alpha Phi national 
honor theatre fraternity. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling-the Theatre 
Box Office, (606) .783-2170. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR !Hf~EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A Brooksville graduate student has a leading role in "Cat on 
a Hot Tin Roof," a production by Morehead State University Theatre students. 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama by Tennessee Williams will be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
Edward E. Figgins, son of Robert Figgins, is a theatre major. He is a member 
of the l·lSU Players and Theta A 1 ph a Phi nation a 1 honor theatre fraternity. He a 1 so 
will serve as publicity director for the production. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 
Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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April 8, 1988 
FOR INt·1EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--An Ashcamp freshman is the assistant stage manager of "Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof," a production by t•lorehead State University Theatre students. 
The Pulitzer Pri ze-wi nni ng drama by Tennessee 1'/i 11 i ams wi 11 be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
Gary N. Hibbitts II, son of Teresa and Gary Hibbitts, is a radiology major. 
He is a member of the 1•1SU Players and Sigma Phi Epsilon national fraternity. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to NSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 
Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A New Bern, N.C., senior will portray Doctor Baugh in "Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof," a · P.roducti on by Morehead state University Theatre students. 
The Pulitzer Prize-~li nni ng drama by Tennessee Hi 11 i ams wi 11 be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
Ralph Ellis·Wall, son of the Rev. Lynn T. Wall, is a theatre major. He is a 
member of the MSU Players and Theta Alpha Phi national honor theatre fraternity. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 
Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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Apri 1 8, 1988 
FOR I~1MEDIATE RELEASE 
f~OREHEAD, Ky.--A Carter County junior will be the assistant director of "Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof," a Norehead State University Theatre production. 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama by Tennessee Williams will be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
Van Edward Wilburn, son of Glen and Arlene Williams of Grahn, is a speech/theatre 
major. He is a member of the MSU Players and secretary of Theta Alpha Phi national 
honor theatre fraternity. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to r.lSU students with va 1 i d I. D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 




... ,. ~ •• JUDITH YANCY. DIRECTOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR H4MEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Two Rowan County residents are members cif the cast of "Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof," a t'lorehead State University Theatre production. 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama by Tennessee ~/i 11 i ams wi 11 be presented in 
Kibbey Theatre on April 22-23 and 26-30, beginning at 8 p.m. nightly. 
L. Michael Breeze, son of Larry and Peggy Breeze of t4orehead, 11ill portray 
the Rev. Tooker in the production. A radio-television major, he is a member of 
the ~ISU Players. 
Thorn Yancy, HSU assistant professor of radio-television, will portray Big 
Daddy. The son of Mrs. Mildred Yancy of Clearfield, he is married to Judith 
Yancy. He serves as the faculty adviser for Alpha Epsilon Rho national broadcasting 
society. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 
Box Office, (606) 783-2170. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITV UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 8, 1988 
FOR HIMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University Theatre students will present "Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof" on April 22-23 and 26-30 in Kibbey Theatre, beginning at 8 
o'clock nightly. 
"This production of Tennessee Williams Pulitzer Prize-winning drama enfolds 
in a plantation house where the family members are celebrating the 65th birthday 
of 'Big Daddy'," said Dr. Travis Lockhart, MSU's coordinator of theatre. 
"While the tone of the gathering is festive, the sins of the past, greedy 
hopes of the future, and desperate denial of the truth corrupt the occasion," he 
added. 
The production features eight cast members in major roles. They are: Carl 
Curnutte III, Ashland senior; Thorn Yancy, MSU assistant professor of radio-television; 
Edward E. Figgins, Brooksville graduate student; Ralph E. Wall, New Bern, N.C., senior; 
L. ~1ichael Breeze, f.lorehead junior; Julie F. Jones, Cynthiana senior; Maria 
Rosen, Harrison, Ohio, senior, and Karen J. O'Baker, Geneva, Ohio, senior. 
Tara Lail, Cynthiana senior, will serve as stage manager; Gary Hibbitts II, 
Ashcamp freshman, will be the assistant stage manager, and Van Edward Wilburn, 
Grahn junior, will be the assistant director. 
Dr. William Layne, associate professor of theatre, is the scenic and costume 
designer and also will serve as technical director. 
Tickets for the production are available by reservations only at $5 for adults, 
$2 for senior citizens and students, and free to MSU students with valid I.D. cards. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling the Theatre 
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April 8, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
t40REHEAD, KY .--The Appalachian Celebration, t·1orehead State University's annual 
summer festival, will be held June 19-25. 
The ~leek-long Celebration features traditional music and dance, storytelling 
and poetry, and arts and crafts that focus on the rich cultural heritage of the 
region. 
Appalachian Celebration '88 begins with an Opening Reception in the gallery 
of the Claypool-Young Art Building, Sunday, June 19, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
The highlight of the evening will be the presentation of the first annual 
"Appalachian Treasure" award to an individual whose dedication to preserving and 
promoting Appalachian culture typifies the spirit of the region. MSU President 
C. Nelson Grote will present the award, a hand-crafted rocking chair. 
Popular activities returning to the Celebration include: music, dance, folk 
art and craft workshops; the week-long Children's l1orkshop and the "Friends from 
the Farm" Animal Exhibit for kids {Wednesday, June 22); Scholars-in-Residence 
workshops with Appalachian scholar Loyal Jones and poet Albert Stewart; and the 
Jesse Stuart Symposium (Tuesday, June 21). 
The entertainment line-up for Celebration '88 will feature popular musician 
and writer Billy Edd Wheeler who will sing, tell tales and conduct a songwriting 
workshop. The Celebration will include for the first time, Appalkids, a group of 
musical performers who present the stories and songs of Appalachia. Noon and 
evening concerts will also feature the White Horse String Band, the Rocky River 
Express, Bi 11 Lo~1e and Cripple Creek, the La Grange Twirlers and more. 
More information regarding MSU's Appalachian Celebration '88 is available from 




Come to ... 
Listen and learn 
Workshops for all ages-clogging, 
dulcimer insrruction, ba_sket making 
and much more. -
'88 :scholars-in-Residence-
Aj)-palachian scholar Loyal Jones and 
poet Albert Stewart. 
]esse Stuart Symposium-study this 
- favorite Kentucky author-'s life 
and-worl<s. 
-- ---come to ... 
---:-....: --- ~Sing-and sashay -
-Billy Edd Wheeler-this popular 
- musician and writer entertains and 
- - con_gucts a s0r\gwtit1ng workshop. 
La Grange Twirlers-kick up their 
-heels and -invite you to join in. 
-- Noon concerts and evening __ 
entertainment-featuring fiddlers,: _ 
~loggers, bluegrass and rrt:Qre. 
- - -For more information contact: Pe-ter McNeill, 
Office of Regional Development Services, 
MSU, Morehead, KY 40351, (606) 783-2077. 
Come to ... 
Experience and--
discover- - - -
Arts qnd Cr>~ft~ Market-the region's 
finest handmade and homespun 
items for sale. _ 
Demonstrcitions and exhibits~~ 
tr~di_tional mountain skills, antiques,-
_ -quilts and much more. 
Animal exhibit for kids-friends from 
-" the- far~ -for hands-on fun. - -
"Images from the Mountains" ar~- _ 
eihibit-works by established and 
"emerging Appalachian artists. - -= -
Corne to ... 
Celebration ~88! 
The Appalachian Celebration, a 
summer festiv-al held eatli year on the 
campus of Morehead State University, 
presents traditional music and dance, 
literature, stories and poems, and arts 
_ and crafts that focus on the. rich 
cultural heritage of rhe region. This is 
your invitation-Come to Celebration 
'88-to exp·erience the best of 
Appalachia. 





It's the down-home warmth echoed i; songs 
Qf mountain musician.s; the ageless traditions 
heard as feet diince on ii wooden floor; the 
gentle spirit of the region woven into poems, 
stories and books; and the friendly smiles of a 
people proud of their Appalachian heritage. 
Come to listen and learn,. to sing and 
sashay and when the week is over take with 
you.experiences, discovcries and friendships 
that illustrate the heart of Appalachia. 
689!·I<;t0r A:>pnJUO)! 'peat{OJOYi 
.IJ!SJOAlUO O]CJS peOI.{OJOYi 
SOJJAJOS lUOWdOJOAOO JCUOJ~OtJ JO OJ!}}Q 
APPALACHIAN 
CELEBRATION 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOXHOO MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 9, 1988 
SPECIAL TO THE LOUISVILLE DEFENDER 
JCPS OFFICIALS AT ~lSU: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, KY.--A group of Jefferson County Public School officials recently 
visited Morehead State University as part of an ongoing exploration of a partnership 
between the public school system and ~ISU' s School of Education. The primary goal 
is to encourage minority youth from Jefferson County to become teachers. 
Among those taking part in the discussions with MSU President C. Nelson Grote, 
Dr. Larry W. Jones, dean, College of Professional Studies, and other administrators, 
faculty members and students were: Montest L. Eaves, assistant superintendent for 
human resources; Carolyn Quire, guidance director; Edward Newman, personnel 
administration director; Thomas Johnson, an MSU alumnus who directs the JCPS Learning 
Choices Magnet Schools Project, and Joyce Paul, special projects coordinator. 
Other Jefferson County schools personnel who have been working with the project 
have included Dr. Booker T. Rice, deputy superintendent of instruction; Rita Greer, 
personnel specialist, and Bonnie Marshall, an administrative intern. 
In addition to talking with University personnel, the group toured campus 
facilities, including the reading center and microcomputer lab. 
Cutlines: 
1----Discussion of the program's potential was not limited to sessions with MSU 
officials, but student opinions also were sought. Sharing ideas were, from 
left, Thomas Johnson, Learning Choices Magnet Schools Project director; 
Penny Brocks, MSU student from Maysville; Assistant Superintendent Montest 
Eaves, and MSU students Rodney Gill, Venus Harris and Trey Runyon, all of 
Loui svi 11 e. 
2----Thomas Johnson, right, director of Jefferson County's Learning Choices Magnet 
Schoo 1 s Project, is greeted by MSU President and l·lrs. C. Ne 1 son Grote. Johnson 
earned his undergraduate degree from MSU in 1966. 
3----JCPS Assistant Supt. Montest Eaves, standing at right, shared his observances 
and expectations for the project with the team members during the closing luncheon. 
(~1SU photos by Ray Bradley) 
jy 
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April 9, 1988 
FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --t·1orehead State University has ca 11 ed off a horse show scheduled 
for·Friday and Saturday, April 15-16, because of a recent U.S. District Court 
decision. 
"There are too many unanswered questions and too 1 i ttl e time to reorganize the 
show," said Dr. Charles M. Derrickson, dean of ~1SU's College of Applied Sciences 
and Technology, who announced the cancellation. 
An order by U.S. District .Judge Oliver Gasch brought new regulations from the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture governing the use of pads and chains· used on the front 
feet of walking, racking and fox trotter horses. 
"We really regret the can cell ati on, but under the circumstances we be 1 i eve it 
to be the best course," Dr. Derrickson said. "Had 1~e had a clearer interpretation 
of the new rulings or more time, we would have attempted to restructure the show 
classes of~ered," he explained. 
Sponsored annually by MSU's Agriculture Club, the spring show normally draws 
more than 300 exhibitors from several states. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. !<Y 40351 606-783·2030 
Apri 1 10, 1988 
FOR INMEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--Arts in f1orehead (AIH) will close its 1987-88 Concert and 
Lecture Series with a performance by one of the world's great chamber orchestras, 
the Masterplayers, at 8 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall on Monday, April 18. 
Admission will be by season membership in the series or individual tickets 
available at the door at $5 for adults and $2.50 for youth age 18 and under. 
MSU students with valid I.D. cards will be admitted free. 
Founded by director Richard Schumacher more than 30 years ago, the Masterplayers 
is considered one of the truly great chamber orchestras today. The orchestra, 
based in Lugano, Switzerland, has toured Europe, Latin America, Canada and the 
United States receiving praise from music critics. 
The New York Times described a recent concert as "the kind of playing that 
invited rather than demanded attention and that rewarded the listener with aural 
pleasures of a kind one does not often hear these days." 
The Masterplayers returned to the United States in 1984 after a 10 year absence 
with a tour that extended over the east coast, followed by a national tour with 
concerts in Philadelphia, New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles and other major cities. 
"The aptly named f1asterplayers," as the Washington Post calls them, is 
traditionally comprised of the best of Europe's instrumentalists, each enjoying 
a national reputation as a concert soloist. It is a long tradition, and the orchestra 
is proud to name among its former members some of the most famous soloists on the 
concert stage today, including Julian Bream, Charles Dutoit, Heinz Holliger, Wilhelm 
Kempff and Jean Pierre Rampal. 
The group features a string section whose members play exclusively on instruments 
of the old famous Italian lutteur school--Amati, Stradivarius, Guarnerius, and 
Grancico, among others. Their brilliant recordings, successful tours and impeccable 
musicianship have brought the ~lasterplayers world-wide acclaim. 
jy 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2931. 
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MO~EHEAO STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD. XV 40351 0()6.783·2030 
MASTERPI.AYERS IN CONCERT 
A performance by the Nasterplayers, a S\'liss Chamber Orchestra, at 8 p.m. Monday, 
April 18, in Duncan Recital Hall ~<ill close the 1987-88 Concert and Lecture Series 
of Arts in f.lorehead (AHI). Ticket info.rmation is available by calling (606) 783-2931. 
4-7-88jy 
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NURSING UORKSHOP AT f1SU 
Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Asses~ment II, 
for nu1·ses 11ho practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
and district health depa1·tments. Among those attending the three-day session ltere 
members of the Cumberland Valley district. They were: Sandra Montgomery of 
McKee, Helen Scott of Pineville, Marjorie Shirel of Mt. Vernon, Jennifer Gilpin 
of London, Dorothy Chao of 1-lcKee, Hary Fields of Harlan, Kathy Fields of llanchester, 
' Betty Hopkins of Pineville, Vickie Rowland of Nanchester arid Ginger Jones of 
Pineville. 
(1-iSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
4-ll-88py 
Jack so~ County Sun, l~ount Vernon Signa 1, 
Sent1nel-Echo, Harlan Daily Enterprise, 
Nanchester Enterprise, Sun-Cumberland Courier 
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MOREHEAD srATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2030 
NURSING HORKSHOP AT NSU 
Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Assessment II, 
for nurses who practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
and district health departments. From left, Michael Sheets, nurse practitioner 
at the Frenchburg Clinic, instructed a session of the workshop which was attended 
by members of the FIVECO District, Loretta Payne of Ashland, Lahoma Crouch of 
Ashland, Debr.a French of Greenup and Edna Pennington of Sandy Hook. 
(r-ISU student photo by Linda Denton) 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783·2030 
NURSING llORKSHOP AT MSU 
Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Assessment II, 
for nurses who practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
and district health departments. From 1 eft, f•li chae 1 Sheets, nurse practitioner 
at the Frenchburg Cltnic, instructed a session of the workshop which was attended 
f. 
j 
by members of the Big Sandy District, Charlene Carrell of Prestonsburg, Thelma 
Laferty of P1·estonsburg, Brenda f·loore of Prestonsburg, Neva ~lcCartey of Salyersville 
and Terri Conley of Paintsville. 
(r·lSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
4-ll-88py 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSilY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2030 
NURSING WORKSHOP AT MSU 
t;lorehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Assessment II, 
for nurses who practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
and district health departments. Among those attending the three-day session 
were members of the Bluegrass district. They are, from left, Ruth Barrett and 
Eloise Beebout of Lexington and Joanne Campbell of Stanton. 
(NSU student photo by Linda Denton)·· 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPQ BOX 1100 11.10REHEAD. t('( 40351 606-783-2030 
NURSING WORKSHOP AT 11SU 
l·lorehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Assessment II, 
for nurses 1·1ho practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
and district health departments. Among those attending the three-day session 
were members of the tJorthern Kentucky district. They are, from left, Lora Hroble 
of Covington, l·lary Stafford of Harsa11, Connie l-1yers of Covington, Ray Jean Hiller 
of Florence, and Cindy Perkins of Newport. 
(NSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
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NURSING UORKSHOP AT 14SU 
Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Assessment II, 
for nurses who practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
. and district health departments. Among· those attending the three-day session 
were members of the Gateway district. They are, from left, r4argaret Johnson 









(NSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
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NURSING WORKSHOP AT NSU 
f•lorehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Assessment II, 
for nurses who practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
and district health departments; Among those attending the three-day session 
was Debbie Nolder of f·1aysville in the Buffalo Trace District. 
(r·1SU student photo by linda Denton) 
4-11-88py 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-783·2030 
NURSHIG ~/ORKSHOP AT r.!SU 
Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for nursing and allied 
health professionals recently sponsored a workshop, Pediatric Assessment II, 
for nurses 1·1ho practice in community health settings in Kentucky, such as local 
and district health departments. Among those attending the three-day session 
1·1ere members of the Kentucky River district. They are,· from left, Lynn Hacker, 
nursing student from the University of Kentucky; Sharon f·lartin, Billie Napier, 
Denesa l·/atts and Cathy Starkey all of Hazard. 
(f.1SU student photo by Linda Denton) 
4-11-BBpy 
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April 12, 1988 
FOR H-1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--An International Banquet and Show will highlight the activities 
when Morehead State University presents International Day on Saturday, April 16. 
Displays, depicting cultures of many countries, will be available for viewing 
after 2 p.m. in the Crager.Room, Adron Doran Unviersity Center on that day, according 
to Dr. Perry LeRoy, foreign student adviser. A variety of sports activities will 
be held throughout the day, he added. 
The Cosmopolitan Club and Foreign Student Office will sponsor the International 
Banquet and Show at 6:30 p.m. in the Crager Room. 
HSU President Emeritus and Hrs. Adron Doran will be in attendance. Cost for 
the meal will be $5 or a hot dish. Entertainment will feature music, songs and 
dances from other countries with some American included. 
All events are open to the public. Additional information is available from 
Dr. LeRoy at (606) 783-2123. 
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April 12, 1988 
FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Six t1orehead State University faculty members have been appointed 
to serve three-year terms on the University's Local Press Committee of the University 
Press of Kentucky. 
The appointments, which are in effect until January 1991, were made by Dr. 
John C. Philley, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
They include: 
Dr. Jerry F. Howell, professor of biology, chair; Dr. Michelle Boisseau, 
associate professor of English; Dr. Ryan Howard, professor of art; .W. David Brown, 
professor of journalism; Dr. Edward Reeves, assistant professor of sociology and 
Dennis Karwatka, associate professor of.industrial education and technology. 
The committee, which was expanded this year to include representatives from 
the College of Profes·sional Studies and the College of Applied Sciences and Technology 
in addition to the College of Liberal Arts, is responsible for reading manuscripts 
submitted from the campus and recommending for or against publication. 
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Apri 1 12, · 1988 
FOR INHEDIATE RELEASE 
1·10REHEAD, Ky. --~1orehead State University's Department of English, Foreign 
Languages and Philosophy will sponsor a reading by poet Paul Nelson on Thursday, 
April 21, at 8 p.m. in the gallery of Claypool-Young Art Building. 
Joining Nelson for the reading will be Dr. Michelle Boisseau, MSU associate 
professor of English, who has received awards for her work. 
The 1981 winner of the Associated Writing Programs Award Series in Poetry, 
Nelson is the author of four poetry volumes: "Cargo," published by Stone Wall 
Press; "Average Nights," published by L'Epervier; "Days Off," published by University 
Presses of Virginia, and coming out this spring from the University of Alabama 
Press,·''The Hard Shapes of Paradise.'' 
Nelson, currently director of the Creative Writing Program at Ohio University, 
has taught at several colleges and universities and spends part of each year on 
his farm in t~achiasport, t~aine. 
Dr. Boisseau's writings--both fiction and poetry--have appeared in such literary 
journals as Poetry, The Georgia Review, The Ne\'1 England Review, The 1•1issouri Review 
and others. One of her poems recently won the Cecil Hemley Award from the Poetry 
Society of America. 
A reception honoring the poets will follow the reading which is free and open 
to the public. 
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April 12, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, KY. --~lore head State University will be host to more than 900 high 
school students from Kentucky and Ohio for the annual Eastern Kentucky Future 
Farmers of America Field Day scheduled for Friday, April 29. 
The program ~ill begin at 9 a.m. at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex and 
is sponsored by ~ISU' s Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources. 
Competition in individual and team judging include livestock, sheep, horses, 
poultry, soils, forestry, tractor driving, tobacco grading and auctioneering, 
horticultural events, dairy, and farm business management. 
Ribbons and trophies will be awarded in each division. The winners become 
eligible to compete in the Kentucky State Fair in August. 
Additional information is available from Dr. James Martin, MSU associate 
professor of agriculture and field day coordinator, UPO Box 1312, t•lorehead, KY 
40351. The phone number is {606) 783-2671. 
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Apri 1 12, 1988 
FOR If.1t·1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--f·lorehead State University's Continuing Education Prog_ram for 
nurses and allied health professionals will sponsor two workshops during the third 
week in April. 
A seminar for medical technologists and laboratory personnel ~1ho work with 
special blood donations will be held on Thursday, April 21. Registration begins 
at 8:30 a.m. and the cost is $24. 
Faculty for this seminar will be Lynn Alexander, published author and 
audio-visual producer. 
A one-day workshop on time management will be held on Saturday, April 23. 
Topics to be discussed include management of one's personal time, organizing the 
work area, and handling correspondence with speed and efficiency. 
Registration will begin at 8 a.m. for this workshop designed for nurses, 
radiologic technologists and support staff. The cost is $42. 
Conducting the management workshop v1ill be Dr. Sue Luckey, HSU coordinator of 
information sciences; Ken Addington, chief technologist at Highlands Regional f·1edical 
Center in Prestonsburg, and Patricia Herald, MSU assistant professor of nursing. 
All participants will receive continuing education units from MSU. Nurses 
will receive contact hours as approved by the KBN, radiologic technologists will 
receive contact hours as approved by KCE or ECE. 
Additional information and registration is available from MSU's Department 
of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences, (606) 783-2635. 
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BICENTENNIAL FLAG FLIES AT I~SU 
Designated a bicentennial campus by the Commission on the Bicentennial of the U.S. 
Constitution, Morehead State University will display the bicentennial official 
commemorative flag from the flagpole in front of the Howell-HcDowell Administration 
Building. The flag, which bears the bi centenni a 1 1 ago, wi 11 be fl o~m through 1991. 
Taking part in the flag-raising ceremony recently were, from left, MSU Safety and 
Security Officer Rita Harris, MSU President C. Nelson Grote and Dr. William Green, 
~1SU associate professor of government. Dr. Green serves as chair of the University's 
bicentennial committee. Observing the event in the background are Dr. John C. Philley, 
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and students from Dr. John Kleber's American 
Democracy class. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 14, 1988 
FOR IMI~EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Office of ~1inority Student Affairs 
11as recognized by the YMCA Black Achievers at its third annual awards banquet 
held in Lexington. 
1'1SU was presented a plaque in "recognition of its commitment to black 
achievement and the search for excellence." 
HSU was one of 24 institutions sponsoring scholarships during 1987-88. The 
a~1ard was accepted by Barbara Curry of Lexington, HSU board of regents member. 
Jerry Gore is the ~1inority Student Affairs director. 
The YNCA Black Achievers Youth Program, sponsored by the Greater Lexington 
Y~ICA, brings students in grades seven through high school together tlith Adult 
Black Achievers and community volunteers. The intent is to expose students to a 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UFOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 15, 1988 
FOR I~lHEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Horehead State University and the Kentucky Association of 
Environmental Educators (KAEE) will sponsor "A Celebration of Spring" on Saturday, 
April 23, at the t1inor Clark Fish Hatchery. 
Registration for the various events will be from 9:30 a.m. to 10 a.m. at the 
hatchery, near Cave Run Lake at Farmers. 
The events will begin with a slide show and tour of the hatchery facilities 
by Mike Hearn, state fisheries biologist. 
Fred Busroe, MSU associate professor of biology, will lead a field trip 
entitled ''Birds, Birds, and More Birds,'' to view the various aquatic birds at the -
hatchery. 
Dr. Howard Setser, MSU professor of biology, will lead a field trip on "Woodland 
IH 1 dfl owers" examining the different wi 1 dfl owers on the hatchery grounds. 
Dr. Roland Burns, MSU professor of geography, will present a program entitled, 
"Kentucky's White Tails--a Status Report" that ~1ill take a look at the white tail 
deer. 
Lunch will be provided by MSU's Environmental Science Club at a cost of 
$3 per person. 
After lunch there will be a repeat of the morning activities, followed by a 
KAEE Board t·leeti ng. 
"All activities will take place outside, so bring a pair of binoculars and 
dress according to the 1~eather," suggested Dr. Gerald DeMoss, Department of Biology 
chair. 
mds 
Additional information is available by contacting Dr. DeMoss at (606) 783-2944. 
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April 15, 1988 
FOR Hlt·1EOIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--~1orehead State University, in conjunction with the University 
of Kentucky, will offer an eight-day course and tour, "To Stratford for Shakespeare," 
Hay 22-29. 
\~ith tour hosts Dr. Frances Helphinstine, ~\SU professor of English, and Dr. 
Ken Davis, UK associate professor of history, participants will travel by bus to 
Stratford, Ontario, where they will see six Shakespearean plays, plus T. S. Eliot's 
"1·\urder in the Cathedral" and the musical "l~y Fair Lady." 
Hembers of the group will stay in private homes ~1hich have been opened for the 
Stratford Shakespearean Festival and will have time to shop as well as spending a 
day in Toronto. 
The fee of $395 includes transportation, double occupancy rooms (singles are 
available for an extra $32), tickets to all performances and travel insurance. A 
nonrefundable deposit of $125 is due now and the balance on 1·\ay 1. 
"l~e are offering participants an opportunity to see some of the 1~orl d's finest 
drama performed by some of the ~10rld's most acclaimed players," said Dr. Helphinstine. 
To prepare for the trip, special discussions will be held at 7 p.m. 11ay 17 and 19 
and a post-trip lecture is scheduled on Hay 31. HSU students may arrange for three 
hours of credit by enrolling in ENG 599, "Uorkshop: Stratford (Ontario) Theatre 
Tour." 
The festival's Shakespearean repertoire includes "Taming of the Shrew," 
"All's Well That Ends Hell," "Two Gentlemen of Verona," "Twelfth Night," "Richard 
III" and "King Lear." 
Reservations are being accepted no11 through NSU's Office of Extended 





MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOXHOO 
April 15, 1988 
FOR mMEDIATE RELEASE 
I~OREHEAD, Ky.--~lorehead State University's Small Business Development Center, 
in conjunction. with the ~lays ville-Mason County Chamber of Commerce and Small Business 
Administration, will sponsor two workshops for potential business owners during the 
last week in April. 
The two-hour sessions will be held in the Chamber of Commerce Building, 115 
East Third Street, at the bridge in Maysville, beginning at 6 p.m. 
The first workshop, entitled "Pre-Business Planning," will be held on Tuesday, 
April 26. This session ~till deal ·with whether or not to go into business and the 
pitfalls involved. 
A workshop, "Applying for Business Loans," will. be held on Thursday, April 28. 
The type of information/documentation required in putting together a good loan 
package to be presented to a lender and/or the Small Business Administration will 
be discussed at this 1~orkshop. 
There will be a $3 charge per person, per 11orkshop to. cover materia 1 s cost. 
The workshops are open to all individuals 11ithout regard to race, color, sex, 
creed, or national origin. Arrangements will be made to accommodate handicapped 
persons when request accompanies advance registration. 
Additional information is available from ~lSU's Small Business Development 
Center, (606) 783-2077. 
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April 15, 1988 
FOR n114EOIATE RELEASE 
f·10REHEAD, Ky.--r4orehead State University's School of Education 11ill offer a 
new course, "Teaching Critical Thinking and Decision Making" (EDUC 674) during 
second summer term. 
The course inadvertently was listed in the summer schedule under EDSE 599, 
according to Dr .. stephen Young, professor of education, ~1ho 11ill teach the class. 
Offered at 10:10 a.m. daily during Summer II which begins Tuesday, July 12 and 
continues for four weeks, it carries three credit hours. 
The class, designed for teachers and administrators, will emphasize activities 
to help define problems and issues; how to access, organize and draw conclusions 
from information as well as ho1·1 to develop creative solution alternatives. Course 
content also will aid in making objective decisions and use of effective decision 




JUDITH YANCY. CIREC1QR 
UPOBOX 
April 15, 1988 
FOR H114EDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--~1orehead State University's Department of Art will hold a 
Senior Art Exhibit beginning Wednesday, April 20, in the Claypool-Young Art Gallery 
and continuing through April 30. 
The show may be seen from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. t1onday through Saturday. A reception 
will be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. on the day the exhibit opens. 
There will be a variety of two-dimensional and three-dimensional works by 
graduating seniors. 
Exhibiting artists include: Kristi Adams of Union; Elizabeth Fischer of 
LaGrange; Dewey Gibbs of Hazel Green; Kim Kroehling of Russell; Sean McHugh of 
Maysville; Denise Hetzger of Corbin; Jerry Hiller of Pikeville; Brenda Ray and 
Ron Suttle, both of Morehead, and Cynthia Rivera of Krypton. 
The show and reception are free and open to the public. 
##### 
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THIS UEEK AT f·10REH.EAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(April 17 - 23) 
Monday, April 18 
8 A.M.-4 P.r.!. SENIOR ART SHOU, Gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, Honday-
Saturday. Additional information: (606) 783-2766. 
7:30 P.M. MISS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT, Button Auditorium; 
also April 19. Additional information: (606) 784-6974. 
8 P.M. ARTS IN ~lOREHEAD: f•lASTERPLAYERS, Duncan Recital Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2931. 
Tuesday, April 19 
8 P.l·1. GUEST RECITAL: l~ichael Acord, Duncan Recital Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Thursday, April 21 
4 P.t·1. NURSING WORKSHOP: Hedical Technology Seminar, Adron Doran University 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
8 P.f•l. FACULTY RECITAL: Robert Pl"itchard, flute, Duncan Recital Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Friday, April 22 
HORIZON'S PROGRAM-BLACK SCHOLAR ACADEf1IC 80\IL, Reed Hall 419; also April 23. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2129. 
8 A.f·1. KENTUCKY THESPIAN SOCIETY STATE CONFERENCE, campus; also April 23. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2712. 
2 P.M. BASEBALL~ MSU vs. Akron, Allen Field. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2500. 
5 P.N. KENTUCKY f.1USIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION (l<f•lEA) JUNIOR BAND CONTEST, 
Baird f•lusic Hall. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
8 P.M. THEATRE PRODUCTION: Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Kibbey Theatre; also 




Saturday, April 23 
KENTUCKY ~IUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION ( Kr.IEA) SENIOR BAND CONTEST, Baird ~lusi c 
Hall. Additional informaiton: (606) 783-2473. 
4-H CLINIC, Derrickson Agricultural Complex. Additional information: (606) 
783-2800. . 
8 A.r1. NURSING WORKSHOP: Time 11anagement in Health Care, Adron Doran University 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
NOON STRIDER GALLERY DEDICATION LUNCHEON, Red Room, Adron Doran University 
Center. GALLERY DEDICATION, Claypool-Young Art Building, 2:30 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2129. 
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April 15, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--Robert Pritchard, associate professor of music at 14orehead 
State University, will present a flute recital at 8 p.m. Thursday, April 21, in 
Duncan Recital Hall. 
Lucretia Stetler, HSU associate professor of music, will accompany him in 
performing works for piano and flute by Chopin, Gaubert and loJidor. Leo Blair, 
HSU associate professor of music, will provide guitar accompaniment for Tedesco's 
Sonatina for flute and guitar. The program also will include Bach's Partita in 
A Hinor for unaccompanied flute. 
Pritchard joined HSU's music faculty in 1972 and is principal flute with the 
Lexington Philharmonic. He also is on the faculty of the Governor's School for 
the Arts. 
The recital is free and open to the public. 
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April 15, 1988 
FOR IHI4EDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--Two 14orehead State University women bowlers placed in the 
top ten in the recent Individual National Association of College Unions-International 
(ACU-I) Tournament in Reno, Nev. 
Sharon Owen, Bo11ling Green junior, and Lisa 14cGinnis, Huntington, W.Va., 
sophomore, were among 24 bowlers that competed in the tournament. 
Owen placed second in the singles event and tied for third with Jackie Sellers 
from Pennsylvania State University in the all-events. She and her partner from 
~~est Texas State University placed third in the doubles event. 
14cGinnis placed eighth in the all-events. She and her partner from Temple 
University placed second in the doubles. 
Owen finished in second place for "Bowler of the Year" behind Sellers and 
will receive a $500 scholarship. 
0~1en and ~1cGinnis brought four medals back to f'lorehead, three silver and one 
bronze. 
"This is the best finish for a f'lorehead bowler in the Individual National 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITV UPOBOX1t00 MOREHEAD. ICY 4035i 606-783-2030 
April 15, 1988 
FOR m~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --1•1ari anne l'li nston, foreign affairs speci a 1 i st with the U.S. 
Department of State, will discuss the INF Treaty at 1•1orehead State University on 
Wednesday, April 20, at 4 p.m. in Rader Hall 112. 
lHnston, who is assigned to the state department's U.S. Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency, has been with the agency since 1981, having previously served 
as a legislative assistant for U.S. Sen. Steven D. Symms. 
Winston's campus appearance is sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha, national political 
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Apri 1 15, 1988 
FOR H1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
f·10REHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for 
nursing and allied he.alth professionals will sponsor two workshops the last week 
in April in the Adron Doran University Center. 
An evening seminar, entitled Pharmacology Update, will be held on Thursday, 
April 28. Designed for all nurses, the workshop will include new uses of familiar 
drugs and nursing implications for some individual drugs. 
The instructor will be Greg Bausch, registered pharmacist at St. Claire Medical 
Center. 
Registration begins at 4 p.m. and the cost is $24 which includes handouts 
and refreshments. 
A one-day workshop, Demystifying Nursing Management, will be held on Friday, 
April 29. Improving .morale and maintaining respect among employees are topics for 
discussion at this session, designed for nurses in managerial positions. 
Dr. Cora F. Withrow, chair of the School of Nursing at Berea College, will 
serve as the faculty. She has a background in nursing research and has multiple 
publications to her credit as well as being a Women of Achievement Award recipient. 
The cost of this workshop is $36. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. 
All participants will receive continuing education units from MSU and nurses 
will receive contact hours as approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. 
Additional information and registration are available by calling {.606) 783-2635. 
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Apri 1 15, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--A ~1orehead State University professor emeritus of art, Maurice 
W. Strider, will be recognized for his contributions to the University by naming 
a room in his honor. 
Claypool-Young Art Building's Room 21B, known as the alternative gallery, 
will be formally dedicated at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday, April 23, as the "Strider 
Gallery." 
"We are proud to be able to accord this honor to Professor Strider," said 
MSU President C. Nelson Grote. "He served this institution with distinction, 
but even more importantly has been a role model for minority youth both as an 
artist and as a human being. He has earned the respect of his colleagues in the 
art world nationally, but still found time to work for harmony among the races," 
Dr. Grote added. 
"This is indeed an honor for Morehead to be among those schools recognizing 
the accomplishment of an Afro-American," said Jerry Gore, t1SU' s t·1inority Student 
Affairs director and coordinator of the dedication ceremonies. 
''To recognize this professor who had the unique ability to interact with students 
and relate to all people is truly a memorable occasion," he added. 
Strider was a member of the art faculty from 1966 until his retirement in 1979. 
He has remained a loyal supporter of the University and currently serves on the 




A native of Lexington, Strider is the executive director of Lexington Citizens 
for Cultural Development, an organization formed to create a museum for Afro-American 
art .. He is president of the Gold K Kiwanis Club and a member of the Humanities 
Council of Kentucky. 
Recognized nationwide for his extensive research in black art, Afro-American 
art and culture, black history and race relations, Strider has been a frequent 
speaker on college campuses. His art works have received national acclaim as well 
as his photographic and journalistic accomplishments. 
For his nearly 45 years of service and commitment to art and education, the 
Kentucky Art Education Association presented Strider with its Distinguished Service 
Award in 1981. 
Strider is a graduate of Fisk University and the University of Kentucky. He 
received an honorary doctorate from Nauna Olu College in t·1aui, Hawaii. 
Preceeding the dedication, a noon luncheon will be held in the Red Room, Adron 
Doran University Center. Tickets are available at the door at $7.50 per person. 
Reservations may be made by calling (606) 783-2668 or (606) 783-2123. 
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR MAY 1988 
Academic Awards l~eek, May 1-7, recognition of student and faculty excellence. 
Academic Awards Convocation, May 1, Button Auditorium, 2 p.m.; reception to follow 
in Red Room, Adron Doran University Center, 3:30 p.m. 
Concert: Jazz Ensemble III, May 1, Duncan Recital Hall, 3 p.m. Additional information: 
( 606) 783-247 3. 
Art Exhibit: Karen Stone, May 2-August 5, gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, 
weekdays, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturdays, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Additional information: 
( 606) 783-2766-
Scholars Luncheon, r~ay 2, Red Room, Adron Doran University Center, noon. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2010. 
All-Sports Banquet, ~lay 2, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center; tickets 
are $12, available at door. Additional information: (606) 783-2386. 
Student Composers Recital, May 2, Duncan Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2473. 
College of Arts and Sciences Recognition Breakfast, May 3, Crager Room, Adron Doran 
University Center, 7 a.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2134. 
Nursing Workshop: Pediatric Assessment III, May 4-6, Adron Doran University Center. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
Collegeof Professional Studies Honors Breakfast, May 4, Red Room, Adron Doran 
University Center, 7 a.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2858. 
College of Applied Sciences and Technology Luncheon, May 5, Red Room, Adron Doran 
University Center, 11:30 a.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2637. 
Guest Recital: Karen Russell and Jodi Taylor, flute, May 5, Duncan Recital Hall, 
8 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Dean's List Reception, May 6, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, noon. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2767. 
Academy of Arts Spring Recital, ~lay 6, Duncan Recital Hall, 7 p.m. Additional 




Department of Nursing_ Pinning Ceremony, May 14, Eagle Room, Adron Doran University 
Center, 10 a.m. · Aaditional information: (606) 783-2632. 
Department of Military Science Commissioning Ceremony, May 14, Button lawn, 
10:30 a.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2050. 
Veterinary Technology Program Pinning·ceremony, May 14, Reed Hall, 11 a.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2326. 
Spring Commencement, May 14, Academic-Athletic Center, 1:30 p.m. Additional 
information: {606) 783-2008. 
Children's Art Fair Play, The Land of the Dragon, May 20, Breckinridge, 7 p.m.; 
also May 21, 3:30 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783~2106. 
Children's Art Fair, May 21, Laughlin Health Building, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2106. 
Rowan County Junior Miss Pageant, May 21, Button Auditorium, 7 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-8956. 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR UI~IEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--~torehead State University's men's and women's bowling teams 
rank in the top five nationally, according to the Bowling Writers Association of 
America's ( BI~AA) fi na 1 co 11 ege po 11 of the 1987-88 season. 
The MSU men's team moved into third place with a victory in the Association 
of College Unions-International (ACU-I) Region 5 Tournament and first place in 
the Southern Intercollegiate Bowling Conference (SIBC) Division 3 Conference. The 
r1en's Division top team is Wichita State University. 
MSU's women placed fifth in the Women's Division, according to the BWAA. 
The IJomen's Division is led by Pennsylvania State University. 
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REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR COMPETITOR 
Jennifer Lange, a South Portsmouth Elementary School student, was among more than 
450 young science students competing in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science 
Fair held at Morehead State University. Here she gets words of encouragement from 
Alan Lake, a retired t·lSU science professor. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR WINNER 
f·1andy t4orse, a student at Prichard ElementarY School, is congratulated by Dr. John 
C. Philley, dean of Horehead State University's College.of Arts and Sciences. 
Norse took fourth place in the·junior high behavioral science competition at the 
25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at t·1SU. Her project, 
"Effects of Nasal Decongestants on Reaction Time," was one of 465 entries by young 
science students from 120 schools in a 44-county area. 
(t4SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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Apri 1 16, 1988 
FOR IHI~EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Tammy Halsey, a student at Grant County High School, was a 
winner at the recent Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at Morehead 
State University. 
Her project, "The Effect of Indole Acetic Acid on Root Growth of Coleus 
Blumei," earned her second place in the senior high botany competition. 
f•lore than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, ~ISU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR If1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
t40REHEAD, Ky.--A Hopkins County youth, Jian Cao who attends Morton Junior 
High School, was an award winner at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science 
Fair held recently at r~oreehad State University. 
Cao' s project, "How Does Cerebr-a 1 Ischemia Affect 01 d and Young Gerbils," 
earned a first place in the junior high zoology competition. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Or. Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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Apri 1 16, 1988 
FOR U1MED IATE RELEASE 
r~OREHEAD, Ky.--Three students from r~ason County area schools were winners 
in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at l~orehead 
State University. 
The winning students, ·listed by school, included: 
~~SON COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL: Linda Fulton, third place in senior high chemistry. 
MASON COUNTY MIDDLE SCHOOL: Brenda Kelly, fourth place in junior high 
microbiology for her project, "Do Yeast Cells Produce Carbon Dioxide?" and Brian 
Dwelly, who received an Eastman Kodak Certificate of l~erit and $25 for "Blueprint 
Photography." 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, r~SU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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SCIENCE FAIR PARTICIPANT 
Brian Cluxton, a Maysville Junior High School ·student, puts the finishing touches 
on his Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair exhibit which asks the question 
"Do Treated Seeds Begin To Grow Faster Than Untreated Ones?" Cluxton \"las one of 
more than 450 competitors in the annual event, now in its 25th year, which was 
held at f·1orehead State University. 
(r•1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SHOP TALK AT FAIR 
Bill Hettinger of Ashland Oil, who is Kentucky Academy of Science president, 
shares some of his views with Linda Fulton of 1·1ason County High School. Fulton's 
exhibit won third place in senior high chemistry competition at the recent Regional 
Science Fair. 
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SCIENCE FAIR COMPETITOR 
Adrian D. Luvio of Lawrence County, a Fallsburg Elementary School student, was 
one of more than 450 student scientists who competed in the recent Northeast 
Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at l·lorehead State University. 
(I>ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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BUDDING SCIENTIST 
Tripp Cook, a Pikeville Elementary School student, was one of more than 450 
youngsters who competed in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
recently at 1•1orehead State University. Cook's project was entitled "How Solar 
Cells Work." 
(r-1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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Apri 1 16, ·1988 
FOR IMf·lEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Six students from Bourbon County area schools and a teacher 
were winners at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently 
at r~orehead State University. 
Randy Sale, a Southside Middle School teacher, was one of three science 
teachers sharing honors as·"Outstanding Senior High Teachers" at the fair. 
Southside Middle students who won awards or certificates included: 
Paul ~layman, first place in junior high physics. 
Larry Reed, second place in junior high microbiology. 
Mandy Bridges, fourth place in junior high earth and space science. 
Kelly Frakes, first place in junior high chemistry. 
William Margolen, second place in junior high botany and the U.S. ~1etric 
A~1ard. 
Paris Junior High School student Jason Sullivan also took third place in 
junior high behavioral science competition. 
~lore than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, r~su professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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SCIENCE FAIR COMPETITOR 
t1aj. Fred Soward, a member of t1orehead State University's Department of ~1ilitary 
Science, hears James Richards, a Center Hill Elementary School student, explain 
his project on "Aliens on Earth." Richards was one of more than 450 young scientists 
competing in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at MSU. 
(f•ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR mMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Andy McFarland of Knott County, a student at Jones Elementary 
School, was a winner at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
recently at Morehead State University. 
rkFarland's project, ''How Is Heart Rate and Blood Pressure Affected by the 
Daily School Routine," earned him second place in the elementary level physics 
competition. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR U1t~EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--Three students from Jessamine County area schoo 1 s emerged 
as winners at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair competition held 
recently at ~lorehead State University. 
The winning scientists, listed by schools, included: 
HmlORE ELEMENTARY 
t~ichael Jennings, first place in elementary level chemistry for "Does Temperature 
Affect ~Ieight When Freezing Liquids?" 
Shannon ~lurphy, third place in elementary behavioral science for "Lefties 
vs. Righties: Do They View Optical Illusions Differently?'' 
JESSA~1I NE COUNTY m DDLE SCHOOL 
Kara Kind, second. place in elementary behavioral science for "Right Brain 
Drawing." 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
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Apri 1 16, 1988 
FOR IN~1ED lATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--Ten students from Fayette County area schools were winners 
at the 25th Northeast- Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at t-lorehead 
State University. 
The winning students, listed by school, included: 
BRYAN STATION: Sarah Florreich, fourth place in senior zoology. 
BEAUMONT JUNIOR HIGH: Trista Claxon, first place in junior botany. 
LEESTOWN JUNIOR HIGH: Crystal Halsey, third place in senior high physics. 
SOUTHERN JUNIOR HIGH: Nina Davidson, fourth in senior biochemistry. 
MORTON JUNIOR HIGH: Leonard Clark, first in junior behavioral science. 
GARDEN SPRINGS ELEMENTARY: Erica Stevens, second in elementary zoology; 
Garrick Insanger, fourth in elementary physics. 
GLENDOVER ELEf.lENTARY: Ben Canter, third place in elementary zoology. 
MARY QUEEN OF HOLY ROSARY: Jonathan Neiman, second in elementary earth 
and space science. 
STONEWALL ELE~1ENTARY: John Nowbray, fourth in elementary behavioral science. 
~tore than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 




Apri 1 16, ·1988 
FOR mr.1EDIATE RELEASE 
~lOREHEAD, Ky.--Three students from Bracken County area schools earned awards 
at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at Morehead 
State University. 
The winning students, listed by school, included: 
AUGUSTA HIGH SCHOOL 
Jamie Estill, fourth ~lace in s~nior high microbiology, for "Does Yeast Have 
a Sweet Tooth?" 
Cynthia Gibson, fourth place in junior high chemistry for "Testing Food for 
Nutrients." 
ST. AUGUSTINE ELEMENTARY 
Jason Estill, third place in junior high earth and space science for his project, 
"Does Fertilizer Affect Plant Growth?" 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR I~lHEDIATE RELEASE 
f~OREHEAD, Ky.--Two students from Boone County area schools were award winners 
at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at r~orehead 
State University. 
The winning students, .listed by school, were: 
CONNER JUNIOR HIGH: .Phillip Brunner, third place in senior high medicine 
and health for "Where Do Yeast Grow Best?" 
OCKERHAN ELEHENTARY: Kelly King, first place in elementary behavioral science 
competition for "Can Parents Predict What Their Child ~Jill Eat?" 
Hore than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR IM~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Six students from Boyd County area schools emerged with awards 
from the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair competition held recently 
at f1orehead State University. 
The winning students, listed by school, were: 
SU~1MIT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Amy Beadle, second place in senior high environmental sciences and a U.S. 
Army ~ledallion for her project, "Juglone--A Growth Inhibitor." 
Christy Gillum, second place in junior high chemistry for "Evaluating the 
Effectiveness of Sunscreens." 
IRONVILLE ELEMENTARY 
~1atthew Vanderpool, third place in elementary physics for "The Effects of 
Radiation on the Four Essential Nutrients in the Soil." 
HAGER ELEMENTARY 
Linette t·1cDaniel, fourth place in elementary chemistry for "Paper Chromatography." 
Ned Behnke, fourth place in elementary botany and the elementary school award 
from the Kentucky Society of Natural History for "Acid Rain." 
OAKVIEW ELE~IENTARY 
Brian Kegley, first place in elementary botany for "Hhich 1·/ater Is Best?" 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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SCIENCE FAIR COMPETITOR 
Julie Reynold, a fifth grader at Hager Elementary School, gets a little assistance 
with her exhibit from Dr. Richard L. Hunt, a t-lorehead State University associate 
professor of chemistry. Reynold was one of more than 450 participants in the 
recent Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held on ~ISU' s campus. 
(t~SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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EXHIBITOR ADJUSTS EXHIBIT 
Hager Elementary School student Tiffany Rice makes a final adjustment to her 
project for the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR U1t•IEDIATE RELEASE 
~IOREHEAD, Ky. --Seven students from f.ladi son County area schools emerged with 
awards from the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair competition held 
recently at Morehead State University. 
The winning students, listed by school, included: 
~10DEL LAB SCHOOL 
Stephen Rupard, first place in senior microbiology. 
Andrea Lagenbruch, third place in senior environmental science and a U.S. 
Army Medallion. 
Stacy Hickerson, second place in senior behavioral science. 
Jack Nicholson, third place in junior microbiology. 
Steven Gump, third place in junior chemistry. 
CLARK-t•IOORES mDDLE SCHOOL 
Shaunda Whitmore, fourth place in junior botany. 
BEREA COI1~1UNITY SCHOOL 
~lichael Hayes, an Eastman Kodak Certificate of t·1erit and $25. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from.their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, t1SU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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AWARD-WINNING EXHIBIT EXPLAINED 
Hodel Lab School student Andrea Lagenbruch explains her project, "Dust Fall: The 
Dirty World We Live In," to t•laj. Fred Soward, a member of f~SU' s Department of 
~li 1 i tary Science. Lagenbruch earned a third place in senior high en vi ronmenta 1 
science and a U.S. Army l•ledall ion at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science 
Fair held recently at r1orehead State. 
UISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SCIENCE FAIR PROJECT IHNS 
Stephen Rupard of f~odel Lab School poses with his Science Fair project, "Bacteria 
vs. Toothpaste,'' which earned him first place in the senior high microbiology 
competition. Held at Horehead State University, the fair drew mo1·e than 450 
entries from a 44-county area. 
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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YOUNG SCIENTIST EFFORTS REWARDED 
Shaunda l~hitworth of Clark Hoores f·1iddle School took fourth place in junior botany 
for her Northeast Kentucky Regi ana 1 Science Fair project, "f·1agneti sm and Its Effect 
on Plant Growth." 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SCIENCE FAIR PROJECT GETS ATTENTION 
Chris Davis of Berea Community School gets some helpful pointers from Dr. Gerald 
Def4oss, who chairs l;lorehead State University's Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences. Davis' .project for the recent regional science fair held 
at NSU was entitled "\·ihich Sex of Cats Are Smarter?" 
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR m~1ED !ATE RELEASE 
I>IOREHEAD, Ky.--Five students from Campbell County area schools and an 
elementary school teacher emerged as 11inners from the 25th Northeast Kentucky 
Regional Science Fair competition held recently at t•lorehead State University. 
Janice Painter, who teaches at Alexandria Elementary School, was recognized 
as the fair's "Outstanding Elementary School Teacher" and student ~1eredith Kelly 
took first place in elementary level zoology competition. 
Other area student winners, listed by school, included: 
NEWPORT HIGH SCHOOL 
Angela Bailey, who placed fourth in senior high environmental sciences and 
also earned the high school award from the Kentucky Society of Natural History. 
HIGHLANDS HIGH SCHOOL 
Anna Renee Skip, third in senior high botany. 
REILEY tHDDLE SCHOOL 
Laura Gebelt, fourth place in junior physics. 
Rodney Heck, second place in junior behavioral science. 
GRANTS LICK ELENENTARY 
Travis Crawford, third place in elementary chemistry. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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'IT'S LIKE THIS. SIR' 
Aaron Mains. a student at Reiley Middle School, discusses his project for the 
regional science fair l'lith Dr. Gerald Del·1oss, chair of f·1orehead State University's 
Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences. 
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PROJECT WINS AWAROS 
Alan Lake, a retired f1orehead State University science professor, listens to 
Angela Bailey of Newport High School explain her project dealing with "Protective 
Coloration and Survival." Bail.ey ~10n fourth place in the senior level environmental 
sciences competition at the Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently 
on MSU's campus. 
(t•1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Joanne Pompilo, a student at Notre Dame Academy, earned fourth 
place overall, in the recent Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at Morehead 
State University. 
Her teacher, Sister Parrott, was one of three teachers honored as "Outstanding 
High School Teachers." 
Pompilo's project, "Effect of Environmental Factors on Activity of Lactase 
Contained in Lact-Aid Tablets," also earned her second place in senior biochemistry 
and the Best Chemistry Project plaque. 
Other winners from Notre Dame included: 
Audrey Cho, first place in senior zoology. 
Sarah Cho, second place in senior physics and a U.S. Army ~ledallion. 
Gretchen Wagner, fourth place in senior medicine and health. 
Lisa l•lenne, second place in senior engineering and a U.S. Army l·ledallion. 
Christine Readnour, second place in senior chemistry. 
Vicki Bitter, fourth place in senior botany. 
Other Kenton County area student winners are listed below by school. 
TURKEYFOOT NIDDLE SCHOOL 
Mitchell Heuhls, second place in junior zoology. 
Jill Von Hagel, fourth place in junior zoology. 
Andy Strange, second place in junior physics. 
l~att Wehrmeyer, first place in junior earth and space science and the Geology 
Club Award. 
Andy Mescher, second place in junior earth and space science and the middle 
school award from the Kentucky Society of Natural History. 
Elizabeth Allen, fourth place in junior chemistry. 




PARK HILLS ELEI1ENTARY 
Brandon Gabbard, fourth place elementary zoology. 
BEECHWOOD ELE11ENTARY 
Brian Schneider, third place in elementary earth and space· science and the 
American Meteorological Society Certificate of Outstanding Achievement. 
Edward ~1ichael Wimmer, third place in elementary botany. 
TAYLOR f.l!LL ELE11ENTARY 
Mandy Kerns, fourth place in elementary earth and space science. 
Courtney Barwell, second place in elementary botany. 
PINER ELEI1ENTARY 
r~ark Rasche, second place in elementary chemistry. 
11ore than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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POMPILO WINS FOURTH 
Notre Dame Academy student Joanne Pompilo took fourth place overall in the recent 
Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair at t-Iorehead State University. Her project 
also was judged the best chemistry project at the senior high level and earned a 
second place in senior biochemistry. 
(t~SU photo by Ray ~radley) 
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REGIOIIAL SCIENCE FAIR WINNER 
~1orehead State University President C. Nelson Grote congratulates young t·1att 
l~ehrmeyer, a Turkeyfoot 1·1iddle School student, on taking first place in the junior 
earth and space science competition at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science 
Fair. 
(~1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS POSE 
Turkeyfoot Hiddle School students, from left, ·sarah Cottingin, Dan Hicks and Jason 
Schafer pose in front of Schafer's project, "Plants: Can They Grow Upside Down?" 
at the Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held at ~lorehead State University. 
Schafer's work earned him a third place in junior high botany. 
(t.JSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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EXHIBIT ATTRACTS VISITOR 
David Bartlett, MSU associate professor of art, stopped to talk with Beechwood 
Elementary School student Saran Carlin about her exhibit, "Hhat Are the Feeding 
Habits of Birds in ny Community?" 
(HSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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EXHIBIT/EXHIBITOR ON DISPLAY 
Nicole Perrone, a student at Crescent Springs Elementary, was one of more than 450 
students from a 44-county area taking part in this year's Northeast Kentucky Regional 
Science Fair. Her project was entitled "Hhen Does Static Electricity Occur?" 
(r·ISU photo by Ray Brad] ey) 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR It-1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Four Fleming County High School students and one from Simons 
Niddle School were winners in the recent Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair 
held at Morehead State University. 
Awarded MSU Scholarships were Angela Kay Christman and f•1ichelle Shavm Holt 
for their projects "Hot Dogs--The All-American Favorite" and "The Effects of 
1-Napthol on Pea Plants,• respectively. Holt also placed third in senior biochemistry 
competition. 
Michael Craft placed third in senior earth and space science with "The Amount 
of Creosote in Different Types of l~ood. • 
Beth Ann Campbell won first place in senior chemistry for her project on 
"Determining and Comparing the Calcium Content of f·iilk." 
Melanie Story of Simons Middle School took first place in elementary earth 
and space science for "Hov1 Do Pollutants Affect Living Organisms" and also was 
judged ·the-BestcElementary Project. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
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SCIENCE FAIR WINNER 
Beth Ann Campbell of Fleming County High School shows off her exhibit dealing with 
the calcium content of milk which ~10n her first place in senior high chemistry 
competition at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at 
~lore head State University. 
U1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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MIDDLE SCHOOL PROJECT IHNS AWARD 
t•lSU President C. Nelson Grote congratulates t·lelanie Story, a Simons t•liddle School 
student, whose project "How Do Pollutants Affect Living Organisms" was judged the 
best elementary school project and won first place in elementary earth and space 
science competition at the Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair. 
U·1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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CRAFT WINS AT SCIENCE FAIR· 
~1ichael Craft of Fleming County High School 1~on third place in senior high level 
earth and space science competition for his project on the differing amounts of 
creosote in different woods. 
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SCHOlARSHIP WINNER 
Angela Kay Christman of Fleming County High School earned an ~1SU Scholarship for 
her entry in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair. 
(1•1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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PROUD WINtiER 
f·lichelle Shawn Holt of Fleming County High School beams proudly beside her 
award-winning exhibit at the Regional Science Fair recently held on MSU's campus. 
Holt earned an NSU Scholarship and placed third in senior biochemistry competition. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
t40REHEAD, Ky.--Kim Sale, a student at Harrison County High School, took 
second place overall at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
recently at ~1orehead State University. 
Her project, "A Chemical Analysis of Selected Sites in the Lexington Limestone 
Formation," earned Sale and her teacher an all-expense paid trip to the International 
Science and Engineering Fair May 8-12 in Knoxville, Tenn. 
Sale also won first place in senior earth and space science, an Association 
for Women Geoscientists Foundation Certificate of Merit, Best Geoscience Project, 
A U.S. Navy Superior Achievement Certificate and a U.S. Army Hedallion. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, t4SU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR WINNER 
Dr. John C. Philley, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Morehead State 
University, presents -the second place overall trophy to Kim Sale for her award-winning 
entry in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Re-gional Science Fair. Along ~lith several other 
honors, Sale also will have her and her teacher's expenses paid to the upcoming 
International Science and Engineering Fair in Knoxville, Tenn. 
(t1JSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR Ir4MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Lewis County High School student Thomas Massie took third 
place overall in the .25th No,rtheast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently 
at Morehead State University. 
In addition to Massie, five other LC senior high and two junior high students 
also were winners. 
t~assie's project, "The Design-Development-and Testing of a Robotic Arm with 
Color Vision," also earned him first place in senior engineering, Best Physics 
Project, and a U.S. Army Nedallion. 
Other senior high winners included: 
John C. Denham, first place in senior physics. 
Belinda Setters, first place in senior medicine and health. 
Holly Fite, second place in senior zoology. 
Phillip Massie, second place in senior earth and space science, the Geology 
Club Award and a U.S. Army Certificate of Achievement. 
Shane Jordan, fourth place in senior earth and space science. 
Junior high winn.ers were: 
Sandra Liles, third place in junior zoology. 
B. C. Johnson, third place in junior physics. 
t~ore than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, NSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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SCIENTISTS CONFER 
Dr. John C. Philley, dean of r·1SU's College of Arts and Sciences and a professor of 
geosciences, compares notes with Jill Nolen, a Lewis County High School student, 
who competed in the Northeast Kentucky ·Regional Science Fair. 
(t•1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SCIENCE FAIR WINNER 
Norehead State University President C. Nelson Grote congratulates Phillip r~assie, 
a Lewis County High School student, on his award-winning project, ''Testing of 
Alternative Fuels in a Fluidized Base,'' which placed second in the senior earth and 
space science category. 
(f.ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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PROJECT DISCUSSED 
Dr. Alban Wheeler, f·1SU professor of sociology, was one of several visitors to the 
exhibit on relationships between the weight and density in liquids which Bridget 
Elliot, Lewis County Junior High School student, entered in the Northeast Kentucky 
Regional Science Fair. 
(~1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SCIENCE FAIR PROJECT 
Putting the finishing touches on her project, "Fluorescence in Crystals," is 
Lewis County Junior High School student Jodi Gilbert. She was one of more than 450 
young scientists competing in the recen·t Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair 
held at f·lorehead State University. 
( ~1SU photo by Ray Brad 1 ey) 
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MASSIE GOES THIRD IN SCIEIICE FAIR 
Thomas Nassie, right, Lewis County High School student, received his plaque for 
Best Physics Project at the Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair from Dr. Ron 
Fiel, MSU professor of science and coordinator of the fair. Massie also went on 
to 1·1in third place overall in the fair for his project. 
(I·ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR COMPETITOR 
Jill Hatton, a Bath County High School student, puts a finishing touch on her 
exhibit for the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at 
~lorehead State University. She ltas one of more than 450 young scientists from 
120 schools in a 44-county area competing in the annual program. 
U1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
4-16~88jy 
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Apri 1 16, 1988 
FOR H4MEDIATE RELEASE 
!10REHEAD, Ky.--Two Rowan County t1iddle School students and a science teacher 
were winners at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held recently at 
~1orehead State University. 
Mary Beth Armstrong, who also coaches the middle school girl's basketball 
team, was selected as the fair's "Outstanding t1iddle School Teacher." 
RCMS student Kris Pass took several a11ards for her project, "Is Surface 
Water in Rowan County Safe?," including first place in the junior high microbiology 
competition and Best Junior High Science Project. She also received a U.S. Public 
Health Service Certificate and a Certificate of Outstanding Achievement from the 
American Soci~ty for Microbiology. 
Taking first place in elementary physics was Jennifer Soward. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, NSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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WATER SAFETY EXHIBIT WINS 
Kris Pass, a Rowan County t-liddle School student, earned several awards in the 
junior high competition at the recent 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science 
Fair held at Norehead State University, including first place in microbiology and 
the Best Junior High Science Project. 
(~IUS photo by Ray Bradley) 
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SCIENCE FAIR PARTICIPANT 
Sean Thatcher, a Rowan County f>liddle School sixth grader, was one of more than 
450 young scientists representing 120 schools in a 44-county area who competed 
in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair. 
(14SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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PROJECT EXPLAINED 
RCMS student Marsha Franks explains her project, ''Will the Blue-Green Algae Increase 
the Production of Rice," to Dr. Brent Rogers, ~1SU assistant professor of agriculture, 
during the recent Regional Science Fair. 
(t•lSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 16, 1988 
FOR IHHEDIATE RELEASE 
f;JOREHEAD, Ky.--Sonya D. Johnson, a student at Nicholas County High School, 
won first place overall in the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional Science Fair held 
recently at Morehead State University. 
Her project, "Studies of Pentamidine Isethionate and Its Affinity to Diabetes 
Mellitus,'' earned Johnson and her teacher an all-expense paid trip to the International 
Science and Engineering Fair in Knoxville, Tenn., on t·lay 8-12. 
Her teacher, Cathy Green, was one of three selected as the "Outstanding Senior 
High Teacher." 
Johnson also won first place in senior high biochemistry, the U.S. Navy 
Di·stinguished Achievement Certificate, a U.S. Army f1edallion and the Best Biology 
Project plaque. 
Other winners from the school included: 
Gretchen L. Judge, first place in senior high environmental sciences, a U.S. 
Army Hedall ion and the National Council of Teachers of ~1athematics Certificate of 
Commendation. 
Ronda S. Smart, second place in senior high medicine and health and a U.S. 
Army Medallion. 
Deeana Fryman, second place in senior high microbiology. 
Heather Hall, third place in senior high zoology. 
Joshua D. Guthrie, the NASA Award. 
More than 450 students from a 44-county area, representing 120 schools, brought 
original science projects from their local schools for the competition, according 
to Dr. Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science and coordinator for the fair. 
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JOHNSON BEST OVERALL 
t'lSU President C. Nelson Grote presents Nicholas County High School student Sonya 
D. Johnson with one of several awards she received at the 25th Northeast Kentucky 
Regional Science Fair held recently at Morehead State. Johnson took first place 
overall in the competition and garnered several individual awards as well. 
(f~SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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JUDGE PROJECT EARNS FIRST 
Discussing her science fair project, "Seleniam Inhibition on the Growth of r.lammary 
Adenocarcinoma," 1·1ith Dr. David Hylbert, left, MSU professor of geoscience, and 
Dr. Ro 1 and Burns, t•ISU professor of geography, is Gretchen L. Judge. The Nichol as 
County High School student earned first place at the 25th Northeast Kentucky Regional 
Science Fair in the senior level environmental sciences competition along with 
other awards. 
(~1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
4-16-88jy 
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MOREHEAD CHAMBER MUSIC CELEBRATION 
July 10-16, 1988 
Sponsored by l•lorehead State University's Academy of Arts, the l·lorehead 
Chamber Music Celebration is now in its fifth season. The program is designed 
to allow serious musicians an opportunity to meet, rehearse and perform in informal, 
unstructured settings. 
Highlights of the week include: 
MONDAY, July 11 
8 P.~l. CONCERT: featuring the Renaissance City Hinds of Pittsburgh, Pa., 
Duncan Recital Hall. 
WEDNESDAY, July 13 
8 P.M. CONCERT: featuring a guest string quartet, Duncan Recital Hall. 
' ' 
THURSDAY, July 14 
8 P.M. PARTICIPANTS RECITAL: featuring a variety of small chamber groups, 
Duncan Recital Hall. 
FRIDAY, July 15 
8 P.M. ~lOREHEAD CHAI~BER ORCHESTRA CONCERT: featuring l•lanfred Blum of Earlham 
College as the conductor, Duncan Recital Hall. 
The concerts and recitals are free and open to the public. Additional 
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MOREHEAD STAlE UNVERSITV UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD, ICY 40351 606-783-2030 
EVENT: Morehead Chamber ~1usic Celebration 
DATE: July 10-16, 1988 
LOCATION: Morehead State University 
SPONSOR: f4SU' s Academy of Arts 
The Academy of Arts, a component of f·1SU's College of Arts and Sciences, will 
sponsor the fifth annual Morehead Chamber r~usic Celebration July 10-16. 
The weeklong series of concerts and workshops attract serious musicians from 
all over the United States to perform informally and formally. 
You will receive detailed information at a later date; however, we hope that 
you will include the enclosed listings of various public concerts in your upcoming 
events. 
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PHI KAPPA PHI .INITIATES 
Morehead State University's Phi Kappa Phi recently initiated six faculty/administrators 
into the honor society. They were, from left, Dr. Alban Wheeler, professor of 
sociology; Daniel P. Grace, assistant professor of education; Dr. Johnnie Fryman, 
associate professor of mathematics; Dr. Charles J. Whidden, professor of physics; 
MSU President C. Nelson Grote, and Dr. John W. Payne, coordinator of professional 
laboratory experiences. Also inducted was Dr. Deborah Bembry, assistant professor 
of education. 
(MSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
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PI GAI>IMA MU INITIATE 
Several t·1orehead State University students were recently initiated into Pi Gamma 
Mu international honor society in the social sciences. Attending the induction 
ceremonies for Kevin Cockre 11 , standing, Jeffersonville senior, were members of 
his family including, from left, Bruce and t·laxine Daugherty and ~ynn and Gary 
Cockrell. With them, at far right, was Melissa Nobel. 
(f.lSU student photo by Linda Denton) 
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Apri 1 19, 1988 
FOR If.li•IEDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--A new version of the GED Test wi.ll go into effect statewide 
in Kentucky on Aug. 1. 
The revised test includes a 200-word essay question designed to evaluate the 
examinee's ability to organize and present a written response to a topic of general 
interest. 
By the end of 1988, the new test will be in use nationwide as well as in 
Canada and U.S. territories. Those taking the test will not need any specialized 
knowledge for the essay question and will have 45 minutes in which to write their 
essays. 
Morehead State University offers GED testing daily on the main campus by 
appointment, according to Patty Eldridge, MSU testing coordinator. Eldridge's 
office is in Ginger Hall 501A and her telephone number is (606) 783-2526. 
MSU also offers help in preparing for the GED, which is also known as the 
high school equivalency test, through its Adult Learning Center located on the 
corner of Tippett Avenue and Second Street, 11orehead. Te 1 ephone: ( 606) 783-2871. 
Preparation assistance also is available at the MSU-Morgan Center in West 
Liberty. Telephone: (606) 743-1500. 
"We want to encourage anyone interested in taking the test this summer to 
begin preparing for it now," said Eldridge. 
In 1986, more than 700,000 people took the test nationally and more than 
480,000 of those passed, receiving high school equivalency credentials. Many 
of these furthered their education by enrolling in college. 
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Sunday, April 24 
2 P.t'l. BASEBALL: MSU vs. Louisville, Allen Field. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2500. 
Tuesday, April 26 
8 P.H. THEATRE PRODUCTION: Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Kibbey Theatre, thru 
April 30. Additional information: (606) 783-2170. 
3 P.~1. BASEBALL: HSU vs. Marshall, Allen Field. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2500. 
\~ednesday, April 27 
8 P.N. ORCHESTRA CONCERT, Duncan Recital Hall. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2473. 
Thursday, April 28 
2 P.M. BASEBALL: t·1SU vs. Georgetown, Allen Field. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2500. 
4 P .t-1. NURSING l~ORKSHOP, "Pharmacology Update," Ad ron Doran University 
Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
7 P.t·l. DEPARH1ENT OF tULITARY SCIENCE ANNUAL ROTC A\·JARDS CEREt·10NY, 
Claypool-Young Art Building. Additional information: (606) 783-2050. 
8 P.H. FACULTY HOOD\HND QUARTET RECITAL, Duncan Recital Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Friday, April 29 
ALL DAY FFA FIELD DAY, Derrickson Agricultural Complex. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2662. 
ALL DAY KENTUCKY HUSIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (KI·IEA) VOCAL, SOLO AND ENSENBLE 
CONTEST, Baird ~1usic Hall. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
8:30 A.H. NURSING HORKSHOP, "Demystifying Nurses ~lanagement," Adron Doran 
University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
ALL DAY KENTUCKY MUSIC TEACHERS ASSOCIATION (KIHA) PIANO FESTIVAL, Baird 
~1usic Hall. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
11 A.t-1. EAGLE ATHLETIC FUND GOLF OUTING, HSU Golf Course. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2388. 
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Apri 1 21, 1988 
FOR If4HEDIATE RELEASE 
f•IOREHEAD, Ky. --Joy Stephanie Kinney, a freshman from Louisville, was crowned 
"Hiss NSU 1988" at Horehead State University's "Miss HSU Scholarship Pageant" 
Tuesday night (April 19), in Button Auditorium. 
An t·1SU chee1·1 eader and the daughter of 14r. and r'lrs. Stephen Kinney, she was 
chosen from among 18 contestants in the two-night pageant and now advances to the 
Hiss Kentucky Scholarship Pageant in Louisville July 7-9. 
The new "f•1iss I··ISU," a· graduate of Southern High School, also received a $1,500 
scholarship and trophy. She was crowned by Glenda Rene Haney, r·.Jiss 1'1SU 1987. 
First runner-up and the recipient of a $1,000 scholarship was Stacey Johnson, 
daughter of Hr. and Mrs. Jack Johnson of Hindman. A junior majoring in English, 
she also is a member of the ~lignon To1~er Hall Council. 
1·1arri a 1 ana Pri nee, a junior majoring in communications, was second runner-up. 
The daughter of 1·1r. and Mrs. Zulus Prince of Grayson, she received a $750 scholarship. 
She is a member of Alpha Epsilon Rho national broadcasting society. 
Cynthia Anne Patrick of ~lest Union, Ohio, was named third runner-up. A junior 
majoring in elementary education, she received a $500 scholarship. She is a member 
of Gamma Beta Phi Society, a Dean's List Student and captain of the Fast Breaks 
Dance Team. She is the daughter of Hr. and 1•1rs. James Patrick and vice president 
of Chi Omega Sorority. 
Georgieana Lester of 1·1orehead, a business finance major, received a $200 
scholarship as fourth runner-up. The daughter of f·lr. and Hrs. Sam Lester, she is 
a member of Delta Gamma Sorority. 
Special guests for the pageant included Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, the reigning 
Miss America; Elizabeth Gray NcDowell, the reigning Hiss Kentucky and Laurie Keller, 
Niss Kentucky 1985. 
The "Hiss 14SU Scholarship Pageant" is a pre 1 imi nary event for the "14i ss 
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THE CROWfiiNG TOUCH 
Joy Stephanie Kinney of Loui svi 11 e, a t•lorehead State University freshman, received 
her crown as "f.-Jiss f·ISU 1988" from last year's titleholder Glenda Rene Haney. Giving 
them a little help, at left, \'las another contestant in the "f·1iss ~lorehead State 
University Scholarship Pageant" Susan Lynn Adams of Neon. 
(t•ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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HISS I~SU SCHOLARSHIP PAGEJ\riT HHUIERS 
Joy Stephanie Kinney, center, a f·lorehead State University freshman from Louisville, 
was the winner of the 21st annual l·liss t•lorehead State University Scholarship Pageant. 
She won a $1,500 scholarship and the right to compete in the Niss Kentucky Scholarship 
Pageant to be held in Louisville July 7-9. Flanking her are, from left, third 
runner-up Cynthia Anne Patrick, West Union, Ohio, junior; first runner-up Stacey· 
Rosette Johnson, Hindman junior; third runner-up Narrialana 
and fourth runner-up Georgi eana Lester, t•lorehead sophomore. 
competed for the title. 
· (HSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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TIME FOR A CHAT 
The current 1·1iss America, Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, takes times from her schedule to 
visit ~lith youngsters from t·1orehead State University's Child Development Laboratory 
during her recent visit to campus. Rafko was one of several special guests 
participating in .the 21st annual Miss Morehead State University Scholarship Pageant. 
A practicing nurse, she also met with students in the University's nursing program. 
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April 22, 1988 
FOR U114EDIATE RELEASE 
t>10REHEAD, Ky.--Keith Steers of the Berea Citizen 1~as elected president of 
the Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association for 1988-89 during its annual spring 
meeting held recently.at Morehead State University, the association's headquarters. 
Other officers elected to the executive board were: J. 0. Brown of the 
Cumberland County News, vice president; Barbara Justice of the Appalachian 
Nevis-Express, secretary, and Hand Bond of Carlisle Mercury, treasurer. Elected 
to the board of directors were Gene Harvin of the Big Sandy News, Gloria ~letz of 
the Bath County News-Outlook, and Dr. Richard Dandeneau, NSU Department of 
Communications chair. 
Also announced at the banquet were the winners of KWNA's annual competition. 
Newspapers honored for "General Excellence" in Class I (circulation of 3,500 
or below) were The Carlisle ~1ercury (first place), Carlisle County Courier (second 
place), and Cumberland County News (third place). 
Nev1spapers honored for "General excellence" in Class II (circulation of 3,501 
or up) were Appalachian News-Express of Pikeville (first place), Citizen Voice 
& Times of Irvine (second place), and Georgetown Graphic (third place). 
Individual award'winners in the various Class I categories were: 
CARLISLE COUNTY COURIER- FIRST PLACE: Best Locally \1ritten Column (f·lary 
Ellen Thompson), Best Editorial Page (Hary Ellen Thompson), Best Feature Story 
(f-1ary Ellen Thompson), Best House Ad (Christa Dubrock); SECOND PLACE: Best 
Government f·1eeting Story (~lary Ellen Thompson), Best Locally Written Column 
(Christa Dubrock), Best Small Ad (Christa Dubrock); THIRD PLACE: Best Retail 
Promotion (Christa Dubrock), and honorable mention, Best Front Page (l~ary Ellen 
Thompson). 
CARLISLE MERCURY- FIRST PLACE: Best Retail Promotion (Staff), Best Large 
Ad (Kathleen Brewer); SECOND PLACE:· Best Spot Nev1s Picture (flank Bond), Best 
Sports Story (Hank Bond), Best Sports Picture (Chip f·liller), Best House Ad (Hank 
Bond), Best Large Ad (Hank Bond); THIRD PLACE: Best Feature Picture (Heather 
f·lathes), Best Editorial· Page (Staff), Best Feature Story (Chip ~Iiller), Best House 
Ad (r.larilyn Bond), and honorable mention, Best Small Ad (Donna Anderson). 
CLAY CITY TIMES- FIRST PLACE: Best Special Section (James Mulcahy), Best 
Front Page (Staff), Best Spot News Picture (Kenny Faulkner), Best Small Ad (Staff); 
SECOND PLACE: Best Feature Picture (Kenny Faulkner); THIRD PALCE: Best Sports 
Story (James ~1ulcahy), and honorable mention, Best Government Meeting Story (James 




CUI·IBERLAND COUNTY NEWS - FIRST PLACE: Best Feature Picture (Harris A. Grubbs), 
Best Sports Picture (Morris A. Grubbs); SECOND PLACE: Best Editorial Page, Best 
Feature Story (Morris A. Grubbs), Best Retail Promotion (Starr \~hite); THIRD PLACE: 
Best Front Page (Staff), Best Spot News Picture (Bruce Henson), Best Government 
~leeting Story (t1orris A. Grubbs), Best Sports Picture (J. 0. Brown), Best Small 
Ad (Starr White), Best Large Ad (Starr White), and honorable mention, Best Special 
Section (Staff) and Best House Ad (Starr White). 
EDMONTON HERALD-NEWS- FIRST PLACE: Best Sports Story (Jan Sparks); THIRD PLACE: 
Best Locally Written Column (Susan Williamson), and honorable mention, Best Sports 
Picture (Susan Williamson), Best Sports Picture (Bruce Henson), and Best Small 
Ad (Starr White). 
OWENTON NEWS-HERALD- FIRST. PLACE: Best Government Meeting Story (Lee Cochran); 
SECOND PLACE: Best Front Page (Staff), and honorable mention, Best Sports Picture 
(Staff Photographer). 
TRUIBLE BANNER-DEMOCRAT - SECOND PLACE: Best Special Section (Staff); THIRD 
PLACE: Best Special Section (Staff). 
Individual award winners in the various Class II categories included: 
CITIZEN VOICE & TIMES- FIRST PLACE: Best Sports Picture (Hike Lay), Best 
Feature Picture (James ~!orris); SECOND PLACE: Best Spot Ne11s Picture (f·1ike Lay), 
Best Front Page (Staff), Best Locally Written Column (H.B. Elkins); THIRD PLACE: 
Best Feature Picture (Bob Herron), Best Government ~leeting Story (John Nelson), 
and honorable mention, Best Sports Picture (James Morris), and Best House Ad 
(Cheryl Lockett). 
GEORGETOWN GRAPHIC- FIRST PLACE: Best Spot News Picture (Jim Rector), Best 
Government f~eeting Story (Jim Rector), Best Locally Written Column (Cindy Wynne), 
Best Feature Story (Jim Rector); THIRD PLACE: Best Small Ad (Hargie Jones), and 
honorable mention, Best Feature Picture (Narphy Crump), and Best Sports Story 
(Jim Rector). 
GEORGETOWN NEWS & TIMES - SECOND PLACE: !lest Government l•leeting Story (Denise 
Keenan), Best House Ad (Debbie Poe), Best Small Ad (Jill Johnson); THIRD PLACE: 
Best Front Page (Staff), Best Spot News Picture (Steve Florence), Best Locally 
11ritten Column (Denise Keenan), Best Sports Picture (Steve Florence), Best Retail 
Promotion (Debbie Poe; Jill Johnson), and honorable mention, Best Small Ad (Debbie 
Poe). 
GREENSBURG RECORD- Honorable mention, Best Large Ad (Ladonna Ward). 
GRAYSON COUNTY NEWS-GAZETIE- SECOND PLACE: Best Sports Story (Bernard Korotin), 
Best Feature Story (Robert B. McCormack), Best Retail Promotion (Staff); THIRD PLACE: 
Best House Ad (Nancy Farmer) and honorable mention, Best Front Page (Staff). 
MT. STERLING ADVOCATE- THIRD PLACE: Best Feature Story (Pam Logue). 
RUSSELLVILLE NEWS-DEMOCRAT- FIRST PLACE: Best Large Ad (Tammy Rohrer); 
SECOND PLACE: Best Special Section (Staff). 
TROUBLESOME CREEK TIMES- FIRST PLACE: Best Editorial Page (Staff), Best 
Retail Promotion (Staff); SECOND PLACE: Best Feature Picture (Frank Curtis). 
WAYNE COUNTY OUTLOOK- FIRST PLACE: Best Front Page (Staff), Best House Ad 
(Stuart Simpson); SECOND PLACE: Best Editorial Page (Staff); THIRD PLACE: Best 
Sports Story (~lelodie Jewell Phelps). 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 606-783·2030 
K~INA MEETS AT MSU 
The Kentucky Ueekly Newspaper Association held its annual spring meeting recently 
at f·lorehead State University, the association's headquarters. Officers for 
1988-89 1~ere elected and included, from left, Gloria 1·1etz of the Bath County 
News-Outlook, board of directors; Dr. Richard Dandeneau, t'ISU Department of 
Communications chair, board of directors; J.D. Brown of the Cumberland County 
Ne~1s, vice president; Hank Bond of the Carlisle f.lercury, treasurer; Barbara 
Justice of the Appa 1 a chi an News-Express, secretary, and Gene t·larvi n, Big Sandy 
News, board of directors. Not pictured is Keith Steers of the Berea Citizen 
who was elected president.::_ ___ - .. -- --··--· ___________ :_ 
(I•ISU photo by Ray Bradley):-~::-
4-21-88py 
Mol''eh·ea·d ·News;·sa·th County Ne1~s-Outl ook, 
Cumberland County Ne~1s, Carlisle Mercury, 
Appalachian News-Express, Big Sandy News, 
and David Thompson, KPA 
-----·---,-------. -.--.,---------~-.-----~-----·-. ---- --.----··· ...... . 
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KI-INA AWARD IHNNERS 
The Kentucky l~eekly Ne1~spaper Association recently recognized its member newspapers 
for journalistic excellence during its annual spring conference held at Morehead 
State University. Among those collecting a1·1ards were members of the Carlisle 
t•lercury staff, from 1 eft, Kathleen Brewer, Donna Anderson, Hank Bond, l~ari 1 yn Bond 
and Heather Nathes. HSU is the headquarters for KlmA. 







MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. KY 40351 606-763·2030 
KWfiA AWARD WINNERS 
The Kentucky Heekly Newspaper Association recently recognized its member newspapers 
for journalistic excellence during its annual SRring· conference held at Morehead 
State University. Accepting the awards for· the Clay City Times \tas James Nulcahy. 
NSU is the headquarters for KHNA. 
(NSU photo by Ray·Bradley) 
4-21-88py 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD.KY 40351 606-783·2030 
KllfiA AWARD IHIUIERS 
The Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association recently recognized its member newspapers 
for journa 1 i sti c excellence during its annua 1 spring conference held at Norehead 
State University. Collecting the awards for the Georgetown Graphic was Cindy Uynne. 
HSU is the headquarters for KlmA. 
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KlitiA A~IARD WHINERS 
The Kentucky 1·/eekly Newspaper Association recently recognized its member newspapers 
for journalistic excellence during its annual spring conference held at Morehead 
State University. Accepting the awards for the Georgetown Ne1~s & Times was Claud 
Hammond. NSU is the headquarters for KIJNA. 







Photo PUBUCINFORMATlON . · _ ___;____ _ JUD-ITH YAN-CY. DIREC-TOR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD. 'IN 40351 606-783·2030 
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KIIIIA AWARD lmlfiERS 
The Kentucky \·Jeekly Ne1~spaper Association recently recognized its melilber newspapers 
for journa 1 i sti c excellence during its annua 1 spring conference he 1 d at l•lorehead 
State University. Among the award winners was Pam Logue of the l•lt. Sterling Advocate. 
NSU is the headquarters for K\4NA. 
(1·1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
4-21-88py 
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Apri 1 22, 1988 
FOR HlHEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several students from schools in the Boyd County area were 
winners at the Eastern Kentucky Regional Foreign Language Festival held recently 
at f•lorehead State University. 
First place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled Hay 14 at the University of Kentucky. First, second 
and third place winners in ·Russian, Latin and German also will compete at the 
state 1 eve 1. 
The region a 1 competition dre1·1 more than 1,000 students from Eastern Kentucky 
schools. 
Individual winners at the festival ~~ere: 
BOYD COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 
Spanish 
Tracy Rogers, recitation of a literary passage, level I, first place; 
Eve Lynn Marcum, recitation of a literary passage, level II, first place; 
David Jude, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, second place; 
Bryan Keeton, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, third place; 
Lon ~laynard, oral proficiency, level I, f.irst place; written proficiency, 
level I, third place; 
Dori"'Granger, oral proficiency, level I, second place; 
Lori Webb, oral proficiency, level I, third place; 
Susan Wilcox, oral proficiency, level II, second place; 
Michele Wheeler, oral proficiency, level III, first place; listening proficiency, 
level III, third place; 
Lynnette Smith, listening proficiency, level II, first place; 
Tina Caldwell, written proficiency, level I, first place; 
Tina Hanners, frameable art (oil, acrylic), senior level, first place; 
John Price, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, second place; 
(f.IORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
2-2-2-2 
Devra Lykins, construction models (group), senior level, second place; 
Julia Helton, construction models (group), senior level, second place; 
Jason Eaton, construction models (individual), senior level, second place; 
Thomas Bailey, construction models (individual) senior level, third place; 
Tina Griffith, real i a (group)", senior _l eve 1 , second p 1 ace; 
Ki~ Beam, realia (group), senior level, second place; 
Kelly Robbins, realia (group), senior level, third place; 
Kelly Slone, realia (group), senior level, third place; 
Donnetta Castle, realia (individual), senior level, second place. 
French 
Tracy Tamme, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third place; 
Chris Yates, recitation of a literary passage. level II, second place; 
extemporaneous prose reading, level II, second place; 
1•1ichele Wallace, recitation of a literary passage, level II, third place; 
Phoutie Niravong, recitation of a literary passage, level III, first place; 
oral proficiency, level III, first place;_ 
Cathy Bastian, recitation of a literary passage, level III, second place; 
Amy Rice, recitation of a literary passage, level III, third place; 
Liz Fraley, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, third place; 
Greg Wilburn, oral proficiency, level II, second place; 
Debby Barker, oral proficiency, level II, third place; 
Lara Kreiling, oral proficiency, level III, third place; 
Pam Davis, drama, dialogue, second place; 
Dwayne Huff, drama, dialogue, second place; 
Vicki Crum, listening proficiency, level I, first place; 
Lynn Calhoun, listening proficiency, level III, first place; 
Scott Bennett, listening proficiency, level III, second place; 
Jenny Payne, listening proficiency, level III, third place; 
Heather Mormon, written proficiency, level I, second place; 
Cindi Hammonds, v1ritten proficiency, level III, first place; 
Cathy Scott, Hritten proficiency, level III, third place; 
April Ferguson, written proficiency, junior level, second place; 
Tina Blevins, frameable art (oil, acrylic), senior level, first place; 
Dora S. Stevens, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, third place; 
Lisa Smith, construction models (group), senior level, first place; 
Nancy Steele, construction models (group), senior level, first place; 
(I lORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
3-3-3-3 
Cheryl Fitzer, construction models (group), senior level, first place; 
Kim Hester, construction models (group), senior level, third place; 
Trish.McGuire, construction models (group), senior level, third place; 
Lisa Garvin, construction models (group), senior level, third place; 
Thomas Payne, construction models (individual), senior level., first place; 
Tracey Seagraves, construction models (individual), senior level, second place; 
r•lary Hall, realia (group), senior level, first place; 
Liz Fraley, realia (group) senior level, first place; 
Jeana Hanson, realia (group), senior level, third place; 
Tiffany Frankell, realia (group), senior level, third place; 
Gretchen Opell, costumes (period), senior level, first place; 
Christy Hammond, costumes (period), senior level, second place; 
Becky Childers, costumes (period), senior level, third place. 
Gennan 
r•1ark Fields, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third place; extemporaneous 
prose reading, level I, first place; 
Marshall Blevins, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, second place; listening 
proficiency, level I, second place; written proficiency, level I, second place; 
Lori Crawford, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, first place; realia 
(group), senior level, first place; 
Sheree Ball, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, second place; oral proficiency, 
level II, second place; written proficiency, level II, second place, realia (group), 
senior level, first place; 
Ruth Salyers, oral proficiency, level II, third place; ~1ritten proficiency, 
level II, third place; realia (group), senior level, first place; 
Curtis Barker, listening proficiency, level I, third place; construction models 
(individual), senior level, third place; 
Alice Banfield, written proficiency, level II, first place; 
Ann Wolfe, construction models (individual), senior level, first place; 
Angie Farlow, realia (group), senior level, second place; 
Samantha Owens, l'ealia (group), senior level, second place; 
Larry ~lenshouse, realia (gruop), senior level, third place; 
1•1arc Bailey, realia (group), senior level, third place; 
Susan Woods, realia (group), senior level, third place; 
Angie May, realia (individual), senior level, second place. 
PAUL BLAZER HIGH SCHOOL 
Spanish 
Robin Layne, recitation of a literary passage, level I, third place; 
Sarah Gooch, recitation of a literary passage, level II, second place; 
(r•IORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
4-4-4-4 
t.lichelle Jaques, recitation of a literary passage, level III, first place; 
listening proficiency, level III, second place; 
Becky !son, recitation of a literary passage, level III, second place; 
Angie Reed, recitation of a literary passage, level III, third place; 
Shelly Henderso·n, recitation of a literary passage, level lV, first place; 
~lichelle Wilson, recitation of a literary passage, level IV, second place; 
Sara Rice, recitation of a literary passage, level IV, third place; 
Chauncey 1·1orri s, extemporaneous prose reading, 1 eve 1 I, first place; 
Amy Hall, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, second place; 
Randy f•lcClure, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, third place; listening 
proficiency, 1 eve 1 I , first p 1 ace; 
Ann Tanner, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, first place; written 
proficiency, level II, second place; 
Crista Carter, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, third place; oral 
proficiency, level II, first place; 
Will Tanner, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, first place, oral 
proficiency, 1 eve 1 I II , second p 1 ace; 
Stacey Koontz, extemporaneous prose reading, level IV, second place; listening 
proficiency, level IV, first place; 
Heather Stewart, oral proficiency, level II, third place; 
Greg Griffith, oral proficiency, level III, third place; written proficiency, 
level III, first place; 
Susan Ferreby, oral proficiency, level IV, first place; written proficiency, 
level IV, first place; 
Cheryl Hutt, oral proficiency, level IV, second place; 
Tina Adkins, listening proficiency, level I, second place; 
Cherene Wells, listening proficiency, level II, second place; 
Susan Blevins, listening proficiency, level III, first place; 
Stacy Gray, listening proficiency, level IV, second place, written proficiency, 
level IV, second place; 
Donna !son, listening proficiency, level IV, third place; written proficiency, 
level IV, third place; 
Stuart Waugh, written proficiency, level I, second place; 
Greg Hoschar, written proficiency, level II, first place; 
lvick Sewell, written proficiency, level II, third place; 
Stacie Biggs, written proficiency, level III, second place; 
Jan Alvey, written proficiency, level III, third palce; 
Shannon Lykins, construction models (group), senior level, first place; 
Michelle Lykins, construction models (group), senior level, first place; 
Amy Hart, construction models (group), senior level, first place; 
Brad Bibb, construction models (group), senior level, third place; 
( f;JQRE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
5-5-5-5 
r'latt Cheap, construction models {group), senior level, third place; 
Leslie Lim, construction models (individual), senior level, first place; 
Colleen Thomas, costumes (traditional), senior level, first place; 
Cherrie Harvey,. costumes (traditional), senior level, second place. 
French 
Tina Thomas, extemporaneous prose reading, level III, first place; 
Charlotte Duck, extemporaneous prose reading, level IV, first place; 
Heather Hawes, written proficiency, level III, second place. 
Gennan 
Bonnie Clay, recitation of a literary passage, level III, third palce; 
Brian Clark, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, third place; 
Cathy Ward, extemporaneous prose reading, level IV, third place; 
Brady Dunnigan, listening proficiency, level III, second place; written 
proficiency, level III, first place; 
Randy McClure, listening proficiency, level III, third place;· 
Arlie Wheeler, written proficiency, level III, second place; 
Jim Frazier, written proficiency, level III, third place; 
Teresa Hill, written proficiency, level IV, first place; 
Debra Thompson, written proficiency, level IV, second place; 
Eric Weatherholt, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), 
senior level, first place; 
Matt Wilson, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, third place; 
Stuart Tullis, construction models (individual), senior level, second place; 
Veronica Chambers, realia (individual), senior level, first place; 
Shawn Sloan, latin reading, level III, first place; 
Hope Thompson, translation from Latin to English, level III, second place; 
Latin derivatives, level III, first place; 
Martin Ghassomians, translation from Latin to English, level IV, first place; 
Latin derivatives, level IV, first place; 
Stephanie Pisney, Latin derivatives, level I, first place; 
Leslie Lim, Latin derivatives, level III, third place; construction models 
(group), senior level, first place; 
Amy Lim, construction models (group), senior level, first place. 
(HORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
6-6-6-6 
VERITY MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Spanish 
Rebretta Spradlin, recitation of a literary passage, junior level I, first 
place; 
Sarah Duncan, recitation of a literary passage, junior level I, second place; 
construction models (individual), junior level, third place; realia (group), junior 
level, third place; 
Shannon Tierney, recitation of a literary passage, junior level I, third place; 
realia (group), junior level, third place; 
Jozanna IHlliams, recitation of a literary passage, junior level II, first place; 
written proficiency, junior level II, third place; 
Kim Heathermolt, recitation of a literary passage, junior level II, second place; 
t~ark Fleshman, recitation of a literary passage, junior level II, third place; 
oral proficiency, junior level II, third place; 
Emilie Warner, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level I, first place; 
written proficiency, junior level I, first place; 
Kim Tutwiler, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level I, second place; 
Andrea Morrow, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level I, third place; 
Amy Heinfurtner, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level II, first place; 
realia (group), junior level, first place; 
Jennifer·Scott, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level II, second place; 
frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), junior level, second place; 
t•li chae 1 Duggan, extemporaneous prose reading, junior 1 eve 1 I I , third p 1 ace; 
Aaron Gerrick, oral proficiency, junior level I, first place; written proficiency, 
junior level I, second place; 
Adrienne John, oral proficiency, junior level I, second place; 
Alexis Woods, oral proficiency, junior level I, third place; 
Charis Brummitt; oral proficiency, junior level II, first place; construction 
models (group), junior level, first place; 
Ginger Castle, oral proficiency, junior level II, second place; written 
proficiency, junior level II, second place; 
Jason Crace, listening proficiency, junior level I, first place; 
Jeff Stutler, listening proficiency, junior level I, second place; 
Aragon Caldwell, listening proficiency, junior level I, third place; 
Shane Whitt, listening proficiency, junior level II, first place; construction 
models (individual), junior level, second place; 
Christina Irwin, listening proficiency, junior level II, second place; written 
proficiency, junior level II, first place; 
Nathan Billings, listening proficiency, junior level II, third place; 
Tammy Holderby, written proficiency, junior level I, third place; 
Matt Hogstan, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), junior 
level, first place; 
(r·lDRE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
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t4elanie Lowe, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), junior 
level, third place; 
Shanna Gibb~, construction models {group), junior level, first place; 
Carrie Mains, construction models (group), junior level, second place; 
Lori Hearne, construction models (group), junior level, second place; 
Joy Sharp, construction models (group), junior level, second place; 
Jason Parsons, construction models {group), junior level, third place; 
Joshua Whitt, construction models {group), junior level, third place; 
Jane Wiseman, construction models (individual), junior level, first place; 
Marta Lowe, realia {group), junior level, first place; 
Kelly Greer, realia (group), junior level, second place; 
Jonathon Shytle, realia {group), junior level, second place; 
Stephanie Shepherd, realia {group), junior level, second place; 
Kevin Manning, realia (individual), junior level, first place; 
Keith ~Jilson, realia (individual), junior level, second place; 
John Van Norman, realia (individual), junior level, third place; 
Pam Laney, costumes (traditional), senior level, first place; 
Lee Yates, costumes (traditional), senior level, second place; 
Gina Brown, costumes (traditional), senior level, third place. 
SUI•IIUT JUNIOR HIGH 
French 
Heather Ratliff, recitation of a literary passage, junior level I, second 
place; 
Traci Diamond, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level I, first place; 
written proficiency, junior level I, first place; 
Steve Wilson, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level I, second place; 
Dana Wolfe, oral proficiency, junior level I, first place, drama, dialogue, 
first place; 
Ronda Burnett, oral proficiency, junior level I, second place; realia (individual), 
junior level, second place; 
Lori Menshouse, listening proficiency, junior level I, second place; 
Jo Juan Roberts, written proficiency, junior level I, third place; 
Chris 1-lcDowell, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), junior 
level, third place; 
Lacy Robbins, construction models {group), junior level, first place; 
Jennifer Oldroyd, construction models {group), junior level, first.place; 
realia {group), junior level, second place; 
Teresa Brewer, construction models {individual), junior level, first place; 
( r.JORE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
8-8-8-8 
Adam Barber, construction models (individual}, junior level, second place; 
Cara McArthur, realia (group}, junior level, first place; 
Jennifer Blevins, realia (group}, junior level, first place; 
Sherry Ferrel, realia {group}, junior level, second place; 
Staci Nabring, realia (group}, junior level, third place; 
Amy Billups, realia {group}, junior level, third place; 
Melinda Kimberlain, realia (individual}, junior level, first place; 
Susan Ross, realia (individual}, junior level, third place. 
Latin 
James Scott, Latin written, junior level I, first place; construction models 
(individual), junior level, first place; 
Britt Christmas, Latin written, junior level !, second place; construction 
models (individual}, junior level, second place; 
Tara Thornbury, Latin written; junior level !, third place; realia (group}, 
junior level, first place; 
Holly Napier, translation from Latin to English, junior level, first place; 
Jason NcGuire, translation from Latin to English, junior level, second place; 
Mark Barker, translation from Latin to English, junior level, third place; 
Dustin Rigsby, Latin derivatives, junior level !, first place; 
Andy White, Latin derivatives, junior level !, second place; frameable art 
(water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), junior level, second place; 
Rachel Scott, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), junior 
level, third place; 
P. J. f•lcConnel, construction models (group}, junior level, first place; 
C. C. Gibbs, construction models (group}, junior level, first place; 
Christie Bellomy, construction models (group}, junior level, second place; 
Michelle Wright, construction models {group}, junior level, second place; 
Tammy Adams, construction models {group}, junior level, second place; 
Apryl Shannon, construction models {group}, junior level, second place; 
Clinton Morgan, construction models (individual}, junior level, third place; 
Anna Harding, realia (group}, junior level, first place; 
M. Helo, realia {group}, junior level, second place; 
K. Windland, realia {group}, junior level, second place; 
K. Hall, realia {group}, junior level, second place; 
t-1. Smith, realia {group}, junior level, second place; 
J. Blackburn, realia (group}, junior level, second place; 
Several students, chorus, junior level, first place. 
( f•10RE) 
Foreign Language Festival 
9-9-9-9 
CATLETTSBURG JUNIOR HIGH 
French 
Bryan Riley, recitation of a literary passage, junior level I, first place; 
Heather Gilli.am, recitation of a literary passage, junio·r .level I, third 
place; listening proficiency, junior level I, third place; 
April Ferguson, extemporaneous prose reading, junior level I, third place; 
Christa Hammons, oral proficiency, junior· level I, third place; 
Lee Ann Lewis, listening proficiency, junior level I, first place. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. KV 40351 606-783-2030 
April 22, 1988 
FOR H~I·1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several students from Bath County High School were winners 
in Russian at the Eastern Kentucky Regional Foreign Language Festival held recently 
at r~orehead State University. 
First, second and third place winners will compete in the State Foreign Language 
Festival scheduled Nay 14 at the University of Kentucky. 
The region a 1 competiti.on drew inore than 1,000 students from Eastern Kentucky 
schools. 
Individual winners at the festival were: 
Amanda (t~andy) Md1akin, recitation of a literary passage, level I, first place; 
written proficiency, level I, third place; 
Melanie Cline, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, first place; 
Dreama Caudill, extemporaneous prose reading, level I, second place; listening 
proficiency, level I, third place; 
Sonja Haney, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, first place; written 
proficiency, level II, second place; costumes (period), senior level, first place; 
Sheila Williams, oral proficiency, level I, second place; written proficiency, 
level I, second place; 
Angela McNabb, l·istening proficiency, level I, first place; 
Cecil Lawson, listening proficiency •. level II, first place; written proficiency, 
level II, first place; construction models (individual), senior level, second place; 
Troy 1·1oore, listening proficiency, level II, third place; written proficiency, 
level II, third place; 
Celia Oldfield, written proficiency, level I, first place; 
Michelle Romans, frameable art (oil, acrylic), senior level, second place; 
David Corbin, construction models (group), senior level, first place; 
Julie Thompson, construction models (group), senior level, first plice; 
Jerry Riley, construction models (individual), senior level, first place; 
Darrell Romans, construction models (individual), senior level, third place; 
Vlilliam Charles, realia (individual), senior level, third place; 
Several students, chorus, senior level, second place. 
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BATH COUNTY HS STUDENTS COMPETE 
t'lore than 1,000 students from 14 schools competed for awards· at the recent Eastern 
Kentucky Foreign Language Festi va 1 he 1 d at f·lorehead State University. Among the 
students representing Bath County High School were Celia Oldfield, Angela f·lcNabb, 
Sonja Haney, Jerry Riley, f•landy f•lcf·lakin, Julie Thompson and Cecil Lawson. 
(r.1SU student photo by Kara Boshears) 
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April 22, 1988 
FOR Hlt•IEDIATE RELEASE 
1·10REHEAD, Ky. --Severa 1 students from Greenup County area schoo 1 s were winners 
at the Eastern Kentucky Region a 1 Foreign Language Festi va 1 he 1 d recently at l•lorehead 
State University. 
First place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled ~lay 14 at the University of Kentucky. First, second 
and third place winners in.Russian, Latin and German also will compete at the 
state level. 
The regional competition drew more than 1,000 students from Eastern Kentucky 
schools. 
Individual winners at the festival were: 
RACELAND HIGH SCHOOL 
French 
Laura Burchett, recitation of a literary passage, level IV, first'place; 
written proficiency, level IV, first place; 
Jarrod Moore, written proficiency, level I, first place; 
Sandy Fields, written proficiency, level I, third place; 
Shawn Braden, construction models (individual), senior level, third place. 
RUSSELL HIGH SCHOOL 
Latin --
Rita Hajjar, Latin reading, level I, first place; Latin written, level I, 
first place; 
Mark Crieter, Latin reading, level I, second place; 
Julie Backer, Latin reading, level II, first place; 
Steve Cochon, Latin reading, level II, second place; 
Galen Combs, Latin reading, level II, third place; translation from Latin 
to English, level II, second place; Latin written, level II, third place; 
Jaim Kim, translation from Latin to English, level I, first place; Latin 
written, level I, third place; 
Gve-e."'<.>-o ~e..ws 
(r•IORE) f I 
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Foreign Language Festival 
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Rhonda Spence, translation from Latin to English, level I, second place; 
Latin written, 1 eve 1 I, second p 1 ace; 
Amy Smith, translation from Latin to English, level III, first place; Latin 
derivatives, level III, second place; 
S~annon ~tamper, Latin written, level II, first place; Latin derivatives, 
level II, first place; - -
Mandy Warrier, Latin written, level II, second place; Latin derivatives, level 
II, second place; 
Tammy Hannah, Latin written, level IV, first place; Latin derivatives, level 
IV, second place; frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, third place; 
l~ade Arp, Latin written, level IV, second place; Latin derivatives, level IV, 
third place; 
Sean Seamonds, Latin derivatives, level I, second place; 
Joey Summ, Latin derivatives, level I, third place; 
Matthew Hallgreen, Latin derivatives, level II, third place; 
Steve Ralche, construction models (group), senior level, second place;. 
Joe Whitt, construction models (group), senior level, second place; 
Mike Dunbar, construction models (individual), senior level, first place; 
Uendy Hopkins, realia (group), senior level, first place; 
Amy \ielsh, realia (group), senior level, first place; 
Donna Pratt, realia (group), senior level, first place; 
Holly Sturgill, realia (group), senior level, first place; 
Jana Slibeck, realia (group), senior level, third place; 
Holly Kendall, realia (group), senior level, third place. 
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RUSSELL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS COMPETE 
~lore than 1,000 students from 14 schools participated in the recent Eastern Kentucky 
Foreign Language Festival held at f·1orehead State University. Students from Russe 11 
High School who participated included, Jaim Kim, Julie Barker, Donna Pratt, Amy 
Welsh, Rita Hajjar, Shannon Stamper, Tammy Hannah, Amy Smith and Holly Sturgill. 
(r·ISU student photo by Kara Boshears) 
4-22-88jy 
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FESTIVAL WINNERS 
Bringing home first place wins in the recent Eastern Kentucky Regional Foreign 
Language Festival were these Raceland High School students, from left, Jarrod 
t1oore and Laura Burchett. f;Joore took first place in the Level I French written 
proficiency division, while Burchett won first place in the Level IV French ~1ritten 
proficiency. Their teacher is Paul Sammons. 
(t.lSU student photo by Kara Boshears) 
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April 22, 1988 
FOR Ir~f4ED lATE RELEASE 
f40REHEAD, Ky. --Severa 1 students from t1eni fee County High School were winners 
at the Eastern Kentucky Regional Foreign Language Festival held recently at Morehead 
State University. 
First place ~1inners in Spanish and French will compete, in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled May 14 at the University of Kentucky. First, second 
and third place winners in .Russian, Latin and German also will compete at the 
state level. 
The regional competition drew more than 1,000 students from Eastern Kentucky 
schools. 
Individual winners at the festival were: 
Spanish 
John Ramsy, recitation of a literary passage, level I, second place; 
David Center, listening proficiency, level I, third place; realia (group), 
senior level, first place; 
Jody Evans, realia (group), senior level, first place; 
f·lindy Botts, realia {group), senior level, first place; 
Several students, chorus, senior level, second place. 
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LANGUAGE FESTIVAL WINNERS 
More than 1,000 students from 14 schools in Eastern Kentucky participated in the 
recent Region a 1 Foreign Language Festi va 1 he 1 d at l•lorehead State University. 
1•1enifee County High School students who participated included Jodey Evans, Chip 
Ramsey, l·li che 11 e Fie 1 ds, Terry Jordan, Shaunna Stamper and David Center. Glenna 
Adams is their teacher. 
(r•lSU student photo by Kara Boshears) 
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April 22, 1988 
FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE 
f;IQREHEAD, Ky. --Severa 1 students from t~ason County High School were winners 
at the Eastern Kentuc~y Regional Foreign Language Festival held recently at Morehead 
State University. 
First place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled May 14 at the University of Kentucky. First, second 
and third place winners in ·Russian, Latin and German also will compete at the 
state level. 
The regional competition drew more than 1,000 students from Eastern Kentucky 
schools. 
Individual v1inners at the festival were: 
Spanish 
Sandra Mers, recitation of a literary passage, level II, third place;. 
Linda Fulton, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, first place; 
Cheryl Defoire, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, third place. 
Gennan 
Several students, chorus, senior level, first place. 
Latin 
Steve Flack, Latin reading, level I, third place; 
Tina Ackerman, translation from Latin to English, level I, third place; 
Jane Brannon, translation from Latin to English, level II, first place; 
Aaron Copsey, translation from Latin to English, level II, third place. 
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LANGUAGE FESTIVAL PARTICIPANTS 
More than 1,000 students from 14 schools competed for awards in the recent Eastern 
Kentucky Foreign Language Festival held at Norehead State University. Among the 
students representing t·lason County High School were Christa Kendall, Karen Roberts, 
Greg Jefferson, Crystal Cracraft, Lori Gallagher, Tina Lang, lies Allison, Derrick 
Frodge and Linda Fulton. 
(NSU student photo by Kara Boshears) 
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April 22, ·1988 
FOR H11·1EDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--Several stuoents from Phelps High School were winners at the 
Eastern Kentucky Regi ona 1 Foreign Language Festi va 1 he 1 d recently at r~orehead 
State University. 
First place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled 1·1ay 14 at the University of Kentucky. First, second 
and third place winners in ·Russian, Latin and German also will compete at the 
state level. 
The regional competition drew more than 1,000 students from Eastern Kentucky 
schools. 
Individual winners at the festival were: 
French 
James Casey, recitation of a literary passage, level I, first place; drama, 
group, third place; frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, second place; 
Anita Keen, drama, group, third place; frameable art (oil, acrylic), senior 
level, third place; 
David Hendershot~ drama, group, third place; 
Carla Blankenship, listening proficiency, level I, third place. 
##### 
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LANGUAGE FESTIVAL IHNNER 
Phelps High School student James Brian Casey took first place in French oral 
recitation at the recent Eastern Kentucky Foreign Language Festival held at 
f·lorehead State University. Casey, the son of Nary Lou Casey, a 1 so won second 
place in frameable art at the senior level. He is eligible to compete in the 
state contest slated !··lay 14. 
(HSU student photo by Kara Boshears) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Several students from East Carte.r High School were winners at 
the Eastern Kentucky Regional Foreign Language Festival held recently at Morehead 
State University. 
First place winners in Spanish and French will compete in the State Foreign 
Language Festival scheduled May 14 at the University of Kentucky. First, second 
and third place winners in ·Russi an, Latin and German a 1 so wi 11 compete at the 
state level. 
The regional competition drew more than 1,000 students from Eastern Kentucky 
schools. 
Individual winners at the festival were: 
Gennan 
Angie Kitchen, recitation of a literary passage, level III, second place; 
Rebecca Steele, extemporaneous prose reading, level II, third place; 
Lenore l~omack, listening proficiency, level II, third place; 
Lorna l~aggard, written proficiency, level I, first p)ace; 
Leslie Anglin, frameable art (water color, charcoal, pencil, mosaic), senior 
level, second place; 
Christy Stephens, realia (individual), senior level, third place; 
Several students, chorus, senior level, third place. 
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LANGUAGE FESTIVAL WINfiER 
East Carter County High School student Lorna Naggard 1~on first place in German 
written proficiency level I at the recent Eastern Kentucky Foreign Language Festival 
held at t·lorehead State University. She is now eligible to compete at the state 
level. Her teacher is Fred Sammons. 
(t.1SU student photo by l<ara Boshears) 
4-22-88jy 
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April 22, 1988 
FOR m~1EDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--The Morehead Area Pi a no Teachers. Association and t'1orehead 
State University's Academy of Arts will sponsor two days of master classes with 
Elizabeth Buday of Atlanta, Ga. 
Classes for college and high school advance piano students will be conducted 
from 3 to 5:30p.m. on Tuesday, April 26, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
On Wednesday, April 26, master classes for pre-school through high school 
students at beginning and intermediate levels will be held from 3 to 5:30 p.m. 
in the recital hall. 
Buday, educated in Hungary, holds diplomas from Liszt Ferenca Royal Academy 
of Music and the 11ozarteum in Salzburg, Austria, and has studied with such masters 
as Kodaly, Dohnanyi and Ltefaniani. 
After immigratin~ to the United States in 1949 as a teacher at Shorter College, 
Rome, Ga., she earned acclaim as a recitalist, lecturer and teacher. She has been 
associated with the Fifth European Teachers Association in London and has lectured 
throughout the U.S. and the United Kingdom. A former president of the Georgia 
Music Teachers Association, she holds certificates in piano, literature and pedagogy 
from the 1·1usic Teachers National Association. 
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April 22, 1988 
FOR U1t-IEDIATE RELEASE 
t-IOREHEAD, Ky.--Pikeville High School senior Elaine l·larie Webb has been named 
winner of 1-lorehead State University's second U.S. Constitution Essay and Scholarship 
Competition sponsored by HSU's Committee on the Bicentennial Celebration of the 
U.S. Constitution. 
\~ebb is the daughter of Paula Hampton and Roger Webb. She is editor of her 
school yearbook, president.of the Speech and Drama Club, a member of the Honor 
Society, and was selected to attend the Governor's School of Arts Program. She 
also co-wrote the school's spring play "Time-Warp." 
The theme for this year's competition was "The Founding Fathers: Why Did 
They Write the Constitution the Way They Did?" The essay competition is open to 
high school seniors in ~1SU's 22-county service region. 
Webb will receive a $1,500 a\"Jard for study at t•1SU as a full-time student for 
the 1988-89 academic year. The scholarship, rene11able for three academic years, 
has a total value of $6,000. 
She was se 1 ected by members of a sub-committee of the t·1SU Committee on the 
Bicentennial Celebration of the U.S. Constitution. The sub-committee was composed 
of Dr. Stuart Sprague, professor of htstory; Dr. John Kleber, professor of history, 
and Dr. William Green, associate professor of government and the committee chair. 
The scholarship will be awarded to Webb at her high school graduation ceremonies 
on ~lay 28. She will be recognized as the NSU Constitutional Scholar and will 
receive the U.S. Constitution Award Certificate and a copy of "The Constitution: 
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April 22,.1988 
FOR Ult•lEDIATE RELEASE 
~lOREHEAD, Ky.--Scholastic excellence will be recognized during Morehead State 
University's fourth annual Academic Excellence IJeek which will be observed ~lay 1-6. 
Presentation of awards for outstanding achievements by students, faculty and 
staff will highlight the week-long tribute to academic scholarship, according to 
Dr. Stephen Taylor, acting vice president for academic affairs. 
The celebration will begin with a formal Academic A1~ards Convocation on 
Sunday, t•lay 1, at 2 p.m. i.n Button Auditorium at which time the University's most 
prestigious faculty awards--the Distinguished Faculty and the Distinguished Researcher 
Awards--will be presented. 
"We have many ways to recognize the scholarly achievements of our students, 
but not enough ways to give public recognition to the dedication to academic 
excellence demonstrated by those who teach these students," said HSU President C. 
Nelson Grote. 
"These two awards are very significant in that they provide us the opportunity 
to recognize that commitment in a truly meaningful way," Dr. Grote added. 
The Distinguished Faculty Award will be presented jointly by last year's 
recipient, Dr. Earle L. Louder, and NSU Alumni Association President IJilliam L. 
Phelps. Given annually since 1964, this award v1as created by the Alumni Association. 
Dr. Taylor will present the Distinguished Researcher Award which was established 
in 1979 by ~lSU' s Research and Patent Committee. 
A 1 so the winner of the first A. Frank Gall a her Nemori a 1 Nusi c Performance 
Competition will be presented and perform at the convocation. 
In addition, awards ~1i ll be presented to the outstanding graduate and undergraduate 
students in each department by Dr. James E. Gotsick, dean of Graduate and Special 
Programs. Recognition also 1~ill go to students v1ith 4.00 grade point averages 




James K. R01~lett, a graduating senior from New Bern, N. C., vlill be the 
Awards Convocation speaker. A member of the Honors Program, he is a psychology 
major and has presented several papers at scientific meetings. lie also has been 
awarded a $6,000 scholarship to enroll in the University of Kentucky's graduate 
program in psychology. 
Dr. John E. Kleber, Honors Program director, 11ill preside and Dr. Grote will 
offer congratulations to the honorees. A reception will follow the convocation 
in the Red Room, Adron Doran University Center. 
Throughout the ~leek, the colleges and various departments 1~i ll recognize 
outstanding achievements of their students. Also scheduled is a special "Scholars 
Luncheon," sponsored by the t·ISU Research and Patents Committee, on ~1onday, f.lay 2, 
at noon. 
The College of Arts and Sciences will honor its students at a breakfast on 
Tuesday, t·1ay 3, at 7 a.m. in the Crager Room, ADUC. Students in the College of 
Professional Studies will be recognized at a 7 a.m. breakfast on Wednesday, ~1ay 4, 
in the Red Room, ADUC. The College of Applied Sciences and Technology will recognize 
the outstanding achievements of its students at a luncheon on Thursday, May 5, at 
11:30 a.m. in the Red Room. 
At noon on Friday, Nay 6, the Office of Academic Affairs will host a reception 
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April 22, 1988 
FOR H-1~1EDIATE RELEASE 
f•10REHEAD, Ky.--f·lorehead State University is currently completing the first 
two phases of a records management program authorized by HSU's Board of Regents. 
The records management program consists of three phases: 1) records survey; 
2) scheduling of records; and 3) compliance and follow-up scheduling. 
The program is coordinated through the Kentucky Department for Libraries and 
Archives and the Kentucky Records and Archives Commission to comply ~lith Chapter 
171 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes. It will be implemented by the Special 
Collections Department of the Camden-Carroll Library. 
A weekly series of seminars have been conducted by Lena Jones Turner of the 
Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives; Carrie Back, special collections 
librarian, and Faye Belcher, library consultant, with the various offices on MSU's 
campus. 
The Office of the President was the first unit to be officially scheduled 
by the Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives. Other units that have 
completed the initial schedule are the Department of Music, Office of Admissions, 
and the Faculty Senate. 
Twenty-t110 units are being considered for scheduling in June 1988: College of 
Professional Studies; Department of Communications; Counseling Office; Extended Campus 
Programs; Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation; Department of 





Student Health Services; Communications Services; Research Grants and Contracts; 
Office of Graduate and Special Academic Programs; Honors Program; Athletics; 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and Corrections; Department of Home Economics; 
Department of f•1il i tary Science; Department of Nursing and A 11 i ed Health Sciences; 
Office of Public Information; Registrar's Office; University Store; and Student 
Government Association. 
Surveys of 25 offices are nearly completed and will be scheduled in the near 
future: Office of Academic Affairs; Academic Assessment Center; Office of Alumni 
Relations; Department of Art; Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences; 
Career Planning and Placement; College of Applied Sciences and Technology; College 
of Arts and Sciences; School of Education; Department of Geography, Government 
and History; Department of Industrial Education and Technology; Office of Development; 
Department of Psychology; Office of Regional Development Services; Office of 
Regional Staff Development; Office of Residence Education; Safety and Security; 
Office of Special Services; University Center and Student Activities; ~Jf.1KY Radio 
Station; Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources; Office of Budgets and 
Nanagement Information Services; and the School of Business and Economics. 
"The goal for Camden-Carroll Library's Record Hanagement Program is to have 
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I~SU' S RECORD MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
t•lorehead State Univers-ity's Camden-Carroll Library in conjunction with the state 
Archives and Records Center in Frankfort is implementing a university-wide records 
management program. The first two phases of the program are nearing completion. 
The first campus unit to complete its records survey and be scheduled by the Kentucky 
Department for Libraries and Archives was the Office of the President. Above, 
Libraries Director Larry Besant, left, and Carrie Back, special collections librarian, 
discuss the next phase of the program with MSU President C. Nelson Grote. 
(t11SU photo by Ray Bradley):-~~:~: 
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~ISU IE TEAl-l IN ARIZONA 
Morehead State University's Individual Events (IE) Team has 11 members who qualified 
for the National Forensic Association Speech Tournament under way April 19-25 in 
Phoenix, Ariz. IE members competing include, front from left, Kelly O'Connell of 
~lorehead, Krystel Lynan of Cynthiana, t·1indy Clark of t•1orehead, Lori Hawkins of 
Elkhorn City; rear from left, John Burchett of Morehead, Robin_ Dungan· of New Paris, 
Ohio, Tony Glover of ~lorehead, Tammy Scaggs of Cynthiana, Chance Pennington of 
Morehead and Kellie Crump of Cynthiana. Also qualifying but not pictured was Carol 
Tyler of t·1t. Sterling. 
(MSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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HSU THEATRE PRESENTS 'CAT' 
Morehead State University Theatre will present Tennessee . .Williams' 
powerful drama, "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," Tuesday through Saturday, 
April 26-30, in Kibbey Theatre at 8 p.m. Here Big Daddy (Thorn Yancy 
of Horehead), left, attempts to uncover the reason his son Brick 
(Carl Curnutte III.of Ashland) is wasting his life. Tickets may be 
reserved by calling the MSU Theatre Box Off{ce; (606) 783-2170. 
(HSU student photo by Linda Denton) . 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Inscape, Morehead State University's literary/art 
magazine, will sponsor a Fine Arts Showcase in the gallery of the_ 
Claypool-Young Art Building at 8 p.m. Wednesday, April 27.. 
Winners __ of the spring Inscape competition ·in poetry, fiction 
and-visual art will be announced at this time. 
The winning students will have an opportunity to present their 
works as will four local writers/performers. Musical entertainment 
will be by the White Horse String Band. 
The program also includes an "open microphone" reading session 
for any area writer who would like to read a short piece, according 
to Dr. Michelle Boisseau, MSU associate professor of English and 
magazine sponsor. 
Competition awards are made possible by the Honors Program, the 
Department of Art and the Department of English, Foreign Languages 
and Philosophy. 
Admission for the "Showcase" is $2 and includes a copy of the 
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April 23, 1988 
FOR IHNEDIATE RELEASE 
110REHEAD, Ky. --NSU TV Productions wi 11 air tapes of the 1988 Ni ss f•ISU 
Scholarship Pageant on Tuesday and \1ednesday, ~lay 3-4, at 9:30p.m. on MSU-TV 
Channel 12. 
The first night of the pageant will be shown on Tuesday, with the finals 
aired on Wednesday. 
The competition, a preliminary to the Hiss Kentucky and f•liss America Scholarship 
pageants, was held in Button Auditorium April 18-19. Joy Stephanie Kinney, a 
freshman from Louisville, won the Miss MSU title. 
Guests for the pageant included Elizabeth ~lcDowell, the reigning Hiss Kentucky, 
and Kaye Lani Ray Rafko, Hiss America 1987. Rafko presented her Hawaiian-Tah.itian 
dance during the final night of the pageant. 
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April 23,.1988 
FOR H1f4ED lATE RELEASE 
1-!0REHEAD, Ky.--Andy Parker of Fairborn, Ohio, has been elected president 
of Horehead State University's Student Government Association for the 1988-89 
academic year. \ 
"We ran a different type of campaign," the new president said of his victory. 
"It was a total group effort and the hard work of everyone really paid off." 
Parker, the son of Hr, and Mrs. James A. Parker, is president of the Bowling 
Team, Blue Key and the Residence Hall Association. A senior management major, he 
is a member of the Student Alumni Ambassadors and Sigma Nu fraternity. 
Also elected as members of the SGA Executive Board were: 
Karen A. Franklin, senior physical education/health major and the daughter 
of ~1r. and Nrs. Richard S. Franklin of Wheelersburg, Ohio, vice president. She 
is president of Panhellenic Council and a member of Delta Zeta sorority. 
Buffie 11cCoy, freshman communications major and the daughter of ~lr. and ~Irs. 
Ellie NcCoy of Belfry, secretary. She is a member of Blue Key and the Equestrian 
Club. 
Bernard L. NcKay, freshman accounting major and the son of Hr. and Mrs. Patrick 
J. 11cKay Jr., of ~lays ville, treasurer. 
Dennis N. O'Hara, junior majoring in radio-television and journalism and the 
I 
son of John F. and Julia O'Hara of Nesconset, N.Y., public relations director. 
He is vice president of the Interfraternity Council and a member of Si~ma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity. 
Christopher Hart, freshman management major and the son of Duane Hart and 
Barbara Tripp of Corbin, program director. He is a member of Theta Chi fraternity. 
During the coming year, Parker plans to get as many students involved as 
possible in SGA. "l~e want to open all communications lines," he said. "We feel 
that increased student participation will help in student retention," he added. 
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NEW SGA OFFICERS AT ~JSU 
l•lorehead State University's Student Government Association recently elected officers 
for the 1988-89 academic year. Elected were, from left, Bernard L. 1·1cKay of 
f·laysville, treasurer; Karen Fra_nklin of Hheelersburg, Ohio, vice president; Andy 
Parker of Fairborn, Ohio, president; Buffie HcCoy of Belfry, secretary; Dennis 
O'Hara of Nesconset, N.Y., public relations director, and Christopher Hart of 
Corbin, program director. 
(r-1SU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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April 23, 1988 
FOR H11·1EDIATE RELEASE 
~10REHEAD, Ky.--When Janie Fryman, 11orehead State University graduate assistant 
from Flemingsburg, left for the Kentucky Home Economics Association's annual meeting, 
she did not kno11 she would be bringing home the top award. 
Fryman was awarded the 1988 Kentucky Home Economics Association "Outstanding 
Student Award" in recent ceremonies at Lake Barkley State Park. 
"I sat there listening as the announcer read the accomplishments of this 
year's winner," Fryman said. "Although the identifying names and places were 
missing, I knew it was me she was referring to." 
Department of Home Economics chair, Dr. l~arilyn Sampley, believes the prestige 
Fryman has brought the department will encourage other students to get involved. 
"We are honored to have one of our students receive this award," Dr. Sampley said. 
"This proves that we can be competitive with students from other colleges and 
universities." 
The KHEA has been giving an outstanding student award for three years and 
this is the first time the recipient has been an 11SU graduate. 
Fryman ~Jas selected from more than 10 students nominated from around the 
state. Selection was based on the student's participation in the Kentucky Home 
Economics Association, academic standing and activities on campus. 
Being selected as the best in her field is nothing new for Fryman. When she 
graduated magna cum laude from 1·1SU last Hay with a B.S. degree, she had received 
the Outstanding Undergraduate Award and the Outstanding Home Economics Senior A1~ard.· 
A member of the I•ISU Student Home Economics Association for four years, Fryman 
served one year as vice president and one year as publicity chairman. She was 
state newsletter editor for the KHEA from 1986-87 and a member of AHEA for three 
years. 
While working on her undergraduate degree, Fryman was a member of the Dean's 
List every semester. She plans to leave the University in f.lay and pursue a teaching 




"I plan to complete my master's degree in the future," Fryman said. "I 
am just anxious to use what I ·have learned." 
The daughter of Bill and Sue Fryman, she grew up on a tobacco/dairy farm 
in Fleming County. The only one in her family of two brothers and two sisters 
to attend college, Fryman knew she wanted a career in home economics. 
~Jhile a senior at Fleming County High School, she was greatly influenced by 
her home economics teacher, Rita Dials. Participation in the Future Homemakers 
of America was also a deciding factor in her career choice. 
"The home economics profession touches more 1 ives every day than practically 
any other profession could even begin to," Fryman said. "t·ly experiences with MSU 
and KHEA have both rewarded me well in a 11 areas. They have made me a better person, 
ready to enter the world of work--prepared, willing to help and contribute, and 
determined." 
Fryman believes the key to getting the most of the college experience is being 
involved. ''You need to get as much as you can from your classes," she said. "But 
you also need to make friends, participate, and be a part of college life." 
In addition to her duties as a member of the home economics association, both 
on the state and national level, Fryman joined Kappa Omicron Phi honor society in 
home economics, Cardinal Key Honor Society,. Chi Omega Sorority, and was granted 
membership in the Order of Omega all-Greek honor society. 
She was a member of Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society for three years, Residence 
Hall Association vice president one year and a member of the Student Government 
Association. ~lost recently she served on the Graduate-Teacher Education Committee 
for the College of Applied Sciences and Technology. 
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FLEMING COUNTY RESIDENT HONORED BY KHEA 
Janie f·1arie Fryman, f·lorehead State University graduate assistant from Flemingsburg, 
is the 1988 recipient of the "Outstanding Student A~1ard" from the Kentucky Home 
Economics Association. Fryman, daughter of Bill and Sue Fryman, received the · 
award at the I<HEA's annual meeting held at Lake Barkley State Park. 
(~ISU student photo by Ana Duncan) 
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April 25, 1988 
SPECIAL TO THE LEDGER-INDEPENDENT 
A DAY ON MSU'S CAMPUS: A Picture Story 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Approximately 160 Mason County f•1i ddl e School students recently 
visited the Morehead State University campus as part of the Ashland Oil, Inc., 
sponsored program known as "A Day on Campus." The program is designed to encourage 
students to begin thinking about a college education at an early age so that they 
will prepare themselves better to attend college. In addition to touring the campus, 
the youngsters visited various academic departments where they saw exhibits and had 
the opportunity to talk with students as well as faculty members. 
Cutlines: 
1----First stop for the Nason County f'liddle School students was r~SU' s 
Academic-Athletic Center for a group photograph as well as for a brief 
overview of ~/hat the day held in store. 
2----Listening intently to a discussion of folk art during a visit to ~ISU's Folk 
Art Gallery were, foreground from left, Karenna Hall, Angie Orme and Lisa 
Thomas. 
3----Sharon Chapman, right an ~1SU student from ~It. Sterling, escorts ~1i ssy Martin, 
Artie Gibbs and Chris Smith through an exhibit of work by NSU art students. 
Here the group admires a ceramic pot. 
4----Trailing the Mason County students as they toured the campus was Lisa York, 
left, who recorded the days events for the Kentucky Department of Education. 
Checking out the set for NewsCenter 12, MSU's student produced news show, 
are, from left, Natasha Warner, Hagen Kirk, Kashka Payne·and Mark Cox. 
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STUDENTS VISIT GALLERY 
Serving as a student host during a recent ''A Day on Campus" which brought approximately 
160 t•1ason County 1·1iddle School students to r-lorehead State University's campus was 
Sharon Chapman of nt. Sterling, right. Here she guides middle school students 
r~issy ~lartin, Artie Gibbs and Chris Smith through an exhibit of student artwork in 
the gallery of Claypool.-Young Art Building. "A Day on Campus" is a program sponsored 
by Ashland Oil, Inc., to encourage students to begin thinking about college at an 
early age and to prepare themselves better. 
(NSU photo by Ray Bradley) 
4-25-88jy 
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PI GAI·U<IA t•lU Ill IT IATES 
1·1orehead State University's Pi Gamma fclu international honor societi.in the social 
sciences recently held induction ceremonies for new members. Initiated into the 
organization 11ere, from left, Jeffery Scott So de of Elkhorn City; Katherine Carlin 
of Georgetown; Paula Thomas of Morehead; Kevin Cockrell of Jeffersonville; David 
Sexton of Ezel; Crystal Lynn Hunt of Kimper; Johnda Poynter of Ashland, and Ronnie 
Reynolds of Whitesburg. 
(nsu student photo by Linda Denton) 
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I~SU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine l•lorehead State University seniors recently displayed individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works was Brenda Ray of Norehead. She will graduate in December 
with a degree in art education. 
(r·ISU student photo by Stephanie Davis) 
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MSU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine Norehead State University seniors recently displayed individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery,. Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works 1~as Sean HcHugh who will graduate in December with a degree 
in commercial art. Attending the exhibit opening was his mother Jane McHugh 
of 11aysvi 11 e. 
(NSU student photo by Stephanie Davis) 
4-25-88py 
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MSU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine t·1orehead State University seniors recently displayed individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works 11as Kristi Adams 11ho will graduate in !·lay with a degree 
in graphic design. Attending the exhibit opening was her father, Jim Adams of 
Union. 
(NSU student photo by Stephanie Davis) 
4-25-88py 
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MSU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine 1·1orehead State University seniors recently displayed individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works was Kim Kroehl i ng, center, who will graduate in r~ay. 
Attending the exhibit opening were her parents, Phil and Sue Kroehling of Russell. 
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~ISU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine Norehead State University seniors recently displayed individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works was Jerry f•liller of Pikeville. He will graduate in Nay 
with a degree in studio art. 
(NSU student photo by Stephanie Davis) 
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MSU·SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine f•lor.ehead State University seniors recently displayed individual ~1orks of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works was De1~ey Gibbs. The son of Alma Gibbs of Hazel Green, 
he will graduate in r·lay with a degree in studio art. 
(~1SU student photo by Stephanie Davis) 
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MSU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine t·lorehead State University seniors recently displayed individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works was Elizabeth Fischer of LaGrange. Fischer, daughter 
of John and Lillian Fischer, will graduate in May with a degree in studio art. 
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MSU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine t•lorehead State University seniors recently displayed individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting works was Cynthia Rivera of Krypton. Rivera, the niece of Herbert 
and Jeanette Campbell, will graduate in December with a degree in commercial 
art. 
(t-lSU student photo by Stephanie Davis) 
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MSU SENIORS EXHIBIT ART 
Nine 11orehead State University seniors recently displayed. individual works of 
art in the Senior Art Exhibit in the gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building. Among 
those presenting 1~orks \'las Denise r·Ietzger of Corbin, center, who \~ill graduate 
in December with an A.B. degree with an emphasis in graphic design. Attending 
the exhibit opening were her parents, Edward and Janice Metzger of Corbin. 
(f.lSU. student photo by Stephanie Davis) 
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Apri 1 26, 1988 
FOR I14MEDIATE RELEASE 
*****CORRECTION***** 
A news release dated April 22, 1988, inadvertently omitted the awards of the· 
APPALACHIAN 11EWS-EXPRESS at the Kentucky Weekly Ne1·1spaper Association's annual 
spring meeting held recently at f·lorehead State University. 
A~1ards for the APPALACHIAN NEWS-EXPRESS were: 
FIRST PLACE: Best Special Section (Staff), Best Sports Story (Terry Spears), 
Best Small Ad (Barbara Justice); SECOND PLACE: Best Sports Picture (Terry Spears), 
Best Large Ad (Teresa Fields); THIRD PLACE: Best Special Section (Staff), Best 
Editorial Page (Staff), Best Large Ad (Charles Harper), and honorable mention, 
Best Government Heetfng Story (John Dye), and Best Sports Picture (Ricky Smith, 
Terry Spears, Jimmy Easterling). 
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PHI KAPPA PHI FRESH~~N HONOREES 
l·lorehead State University's Phi Kappa Phi national honor society recently recognized 
freshman students who have completed one semester with a 4.0 grade point average. 
Among those receiving honor certificates Here, front I"ON from left, Leslie Cler.1ons 
of Sharpsburg, Elizabeth HcDavid of Grayson, Par.1 Gevedon of West Liberty, and 
Christi Flannet·y of l!est Liberty; second row from left, Terri D. Henson of Hardy, 
Valerie Wells of Frenchburg, Linda Bod~ of Wallingford, and Regina Osr.1an of 
Winchester, Ohio; third row from left, Fred DunaHay of Olive Hill, Philip Hession 
of Lafayette, Ind., Jeff Nei'Jr.Jan of \·Jest Union, Ohio, Jim 1\ppel of \-J-ilder, Darrell 
Sandfoss of Alexandria, and Tir.1othy B. Lowe of Williamson, W.Va. 
(nsu student photo by Linda Denton) 
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Apri 1 27, 1988 
FOR If.lf~EDIATE RELEASE 
STRIDER GALLERY DEDICATION: A Picture Story 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--A man described as having a "total commitment to education" 
v1as honored at Morehead State University on Saturday (April 23). 
~Iaurice Strider of Lexington, professor emeritus of art, was the man of the 
hour. More than 100 former and current MSU faculty members, staff, students and 
friends. were on hand for the formal dedication ceremony of Strider Gallery, in 
the Claypool-Young Art Building. 
A portrait of Strider by Robert Franzini, ~1SU associate professor of art, 
will be permanently.hung in the gallery. 
Dr. John Philley, College of Arts and Sciences dean, discussed the historical 
significance of naming the gallery for someone who left a lasting impression on 
the University for the time he served. He described Strider as being nationally-known 
for his extensive research in black art, Afro-American culture and having one of 
the most extensive collections of Afro-American slides in existence. 
Tom Sternal, Department of Art chair, said naming of the gallery was most 
appropriate. "This room is used for art exhibits, as a conference room, and by 
students--formally in.class, informally out of class. Strider is remembered for 
having compassion for students; he was always there for them." 
.Strider, described as a role model at NSU, said he too had a role model: 
James l~eldon Johnson. He credited Johnson for instilling in him the determination 
to never deter from one's goals and beliefs. Johnson, the first executive secretary 
of the NAACP, was responsible for getting Strider involved in research of 
Afro-American art. 
Strider was also presented the national achievement award from Kappa Alpha 





The dedication 11as held in conjunction with HSU's Black Awareness Week. "Our 
theme this year was 'Each One Teach One'," said Jerry Gore, Hinority Student Affairs 
director. ·"There is no one who demonstrates this philosophy more than Maurice 
Strider," Gore noted. 
Cutlines: 
1----Friends came from near and far to share the day with the Striders. Among 
guests 11ere these members of the Go 1 d K Kiwanis Club of Lexington, from 1 eft, 
l~illiam Childress, Henry Lowe, Norman Passmore, Cecil Scott Sr., Strider, 
and Paul L. Gretchell. Strider is the club's president. 
2----Robert Franzini, left, associate professor of art, unveiled the portrait 
of Strider as the Striders and Dr. John Philley, MSU College of Arts and 
Sciences dean, watches. The portrait will be permanently hung in the Strider 
Gallery. 
3----Barbara Curry, commissioner of the Lexington-Fayette County Urban Government 
and an MSU regent, brought congratulations from the Board of Regents. ''He 
is a man truly deserving of this honor," she said. "He has served as a role 
model--for today and the future." Behind the Striders is Dionne Franklin, 
MSU's Black Coalition president, who presided at the dedication ceremonies. 
4----Maurice Strider, among the first black professors at MSU, expressed thanks 
to everyone who made the day possible. "Education should recognize the 
individual--not stereotypes of races," he said. "Together we must continue, 
by continuing together ~1e will make America--'America the Beautiful'." 
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Apri 1 27, 1988 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
NOREHEAD, Ky.--A man described as having a "total commitment to education" 
was honored at Morehead State University on Saturday (April 23). 
f•1auri ce Strider of Lexington, professor emeritus of art, was the man of the 
hour. More than 100 former and current MSU faculty members, staff, students and 
friends were on hand for the formal dedication ceremony of Strider Gallery, in 
the Claypool-Young Art Building. 
A portrait of Strider· by Robert Franzini, MSU associate professor of art, 
wi 11 be permanently hung in the ga 11 ery . 
. ·Dr. John Philley, College of Arts and Sciences dean, discussed the historical 
significance of naming the gallery for someone who left a lasting impression on 
the University for the time he served. He described Strider as being nationally-known 
for his extensive research in black art, Afro-American culture and having one of 
the most extensive collections of Afro-American slides in existence. 
Tom Sternal, Department of Art chair, said naming of the gallery was most 
appropriate. "This room is used for art exhibits, as a conference room, and by 
students--formally in.class, informally out of class. Strider is remembered for 
having compassion for students; he was always there for them." 
Strider, described as a role model at MSU, said he too had a role model: 
James Weldon Johnson. He credited Johnson for instilling in him the determination 
to never deter from one's goals and beliefs. Johnson, the first executive secretary 
of the NAACP, was responsible for getting Strider involved in .research of 
Afro-American art. 
Strider was also p1·esented the nation a 1 achievement award from Kappa A 1 pha 
Psi Fraternity, Inc., and a plaque from f1lSU's Black Coalition for his support and 
guidance. 
The dedication was held in conjunction with f.1SU's Black A~1areness Week. "Our 
theme this year was 'Each One Teach One'," said Jerry Gore, ~1inority Student Affairs 
director. "There is no one 11ho demonstrates this philosophy more than Naurice 
Strider," Gore noted. 
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HONORING A DEDICATED LEADER 
During the dedication ceremonies, a portrait of Strider was unveiled by the artist, 
Robert Franzini, MSU associate professor of art. Joining the Striders for an official 
photograph v1ere, from left, Jerry Gore, ~1SU' s Minority Student Affairs director; 
Dionne Franklin, MSU's Black Coalition president, and Flora Jackson, MSU alumnus. 
The portrait will be permanently hung in the Strider Gallery in the Claypool-Young 
Art Building. 
(MSU photo by Don Young) 
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STRIDER GALLERY DEDICATION AT 11SU 
In the dedication ceremonies for Strider Gallery, Jerry Gore, f'iinority Student 
Affairs director, described Strider as the ''anchor to hold you through hard 
times. He had the ability to move when others couldn't; he always gave leadership, 
guidance and support,'' Gore said. Strider was presented a plaque in recognition 
of his outstanding service to f·lSU and the Commonwealth of Kentucky. At right, 
standing, is Dionne Franklin, MSU's Black Coalition president who presided at 
the dedication.ceremonies, and seated, Barbara Curry, f.ISU Board of Regents member 
of Lexington, and Mrs. Strider. 
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HONORING A DEDICATED LEADER 
During the dedication ceremonies, a portrait of Strider vas unveiled by the artist, 
Robert Franzini, MSU associate professor of art. Joining the Striders for an 
official photograph \~ere, fror.1 left, Dr. Jotm Philley, College of Arts and Sciences 
dean, and Franzini. The pO>"trait will be permanently hung in the Strider Gallery in 
the Claypool-Young Art Building. 
(MSU photo by Don Young) 
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GALLERY DEDICATION AT MSU 
In the dedication ceremonies, Jerry Gore, f1SU' s t1inority Student Affairs director, 
described Strider as the "anchor to hold you through hard times. He had the ability 
to move when others couldn't' he always gave leadership, guidance and support,'' 
Gore said. Strider was presented a plaque in reco~nition of his outstanding 
service to MSU and the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Gore, a native of Maysville, came 
to MSU in 1966--the same year Strider began work on the art faculty. 
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FAC SECRETARY WELLS VISITS ~1SU 
L. Roger Wells Jr., center, state Finance and Administration Cabinet secretary, 
recently visited Norehead State University for a first-hand look at·plans for 
renovating the University's utility tunnel system. The multi-phase renovation, 
expected to cost $7.5 million, ~as among the capital construction projects included 
in Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's budget request and funded during the 1938 General 
Assembly. Discussing the importance of the project with the secretary at one of 
the openings into the 11,000-foot tunnel are MSU President C. rlelson Grote, left, 
and Joe Planck, I·ISU's physical plant director. \Jells said his visit was an effort 
to follow Gov. Wilkinson's request that major capital 
closely monitored. 
(t.ISU photo by Ray Bradley) 
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Apri 1 29, 1988 
FOR HlHEDIATE RELEASE 
t·10REHEAD, Ky.--14orehead State University's Academy of Arts will present two 
recitals during the first week in r·,ray. 
The Academy's spring recital is slated for 7 p.m. Friday, ~1ay 6, in Duncan 
Recital Hall and on Saturday, t1ay 7, at 6 p.m. Suzuki violin students will perform 
in the same hall. Both are free and open to the public. 
Friday's program will feature performances by area youth in music, ballet, 
jazz dance and creative movement classes. 
Ballet students of Carola Sprague, who will dance to Chopin's "Les Sylphides 
Prelude, Opus 28,'' include Brittany Blair, Morgan Clark, Emily Dailey, Caroline 
Doepke, Lori Ison, Alexandra Reeves and Carrie Walker, beginning ballet; 
Julie Bylund, Sarah Lewis, Brandy McGrath, Amber Nicole Nichols and Betsy 
Mae Smith, second year ballet; Ashley Brunk, Maria Franzini, Heather Huie, Ashley 
Netherton, Rebecca Olson and Jennifer Scott, third year ballet. 
The third year ballet students, taught by Sprague and Hedy Kuhn, a 1 so 1~i ll 
perform to "Sun and Flo~1ers" with choreography by Heather Huie. 
Jazz Dance Class students of Tammy Lee will dance to Lionel Richie's "Dancing 
on the Ceiling." Appearing in the routine will be Rebecca Camuel, Aubrey Loy, 
Camille McNelly, Alison Pritchard and Willow Barhost. 
Glen Sibadogil, violin student of Leo Blair, MSU associate professor of music, 
will be accompanied by Lena Aldridge in a performance of Ortmons' "Concertina 
for violin and piano." Bach's "Prelude No. 1" will be presented by Vickie Flippin, 




Piano students of Anna Conarroe, Jennifer and Sarah Soward will present 
compositions by James Bastien. 
Se Layne's Creative Movement Class, composed of youngsters between the ages 
of three and five, will also be featured. They include Annie Cburtney, Allison 
Marshall, Laura Caroline Miles, Ivy Oddis and Emily Waltz. 
The recital will be followed by a reception. 
Suzuki violin students of Terry Durbin scheduled to perform on Saturday are: 
Matthew Mains, Ashley Shely, Leeann Sublett from the New Beginners Class; Jennilyn 
Bylund, Jill Hamlin, Lori Beth Lundergan, Jared Oddis, Annie Shanklin and Trevor 
Van Brunt from the Twinkle Class. 
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FOR II4MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's Continuing Education Program for 
nursing and allied health professionals has scheduled its final workshop for the 
spring semester. 
Pediatric Assessment III, a program for nurses· who· practice in communtty health 
settings, 11i 11 be he 1 d May' 4-6 on the ~1SU campus. 
Updating concepts and skills in the nursing assessment of skin, head, neck, 
lymph, eye, ear, abdominal, and genital systems of infants is the thrust of this 
workshop. 
Roxane Anderson, nurse practitioner at Children's Hospital Medical Center in 
Cincinnati, will serve as the instructor for this two and one-half day session. 
All participants will receive continuing education units from MSU. Nurses 
will receive 15 contact hours as approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. 
The cost of the workshop is $90. Those attending are urged to wear comfortable 
clothing to participate in the laboratory practice. 
Additional information is available from MSU's Department of Nursing and 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--t•lorehead State University's Department of r~usic will present a 
Graduate Recital on Tuesday, f•lay 3, at 8 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall. 
Anthony Sparks will perform works for the trumpet by Halsey Stevens, Carl 
Friedrich Abel and Jules Levy. He will be accompanied on the piano by Rebecca 
Hopper. 
mds 
Sparks, a graduate student from Hays vi 11 e, is the son of ~Jayne Sparks. 
The program is free and open to the public. 
##### 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPOBOX1100 MOREHEAD. 
Apri 1 29, · 1988 
FOR I~1HEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--~1orehead State University in cooperation with the Kentucky 
Department of Libraries and Archives will offer Library l~orkshop: Computers in 
Libraries, (LSIH 399}, as a part of the library education program for public 
1 i bra ri ans. 
The workshop will run·l·1ay 16-27, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Camden-Carroll 
Library. 
The purpose of this 1·1orkshop is to provide basic and sequential information 
as well as hands on experience with computers in libraries, according to Faye 
Belcher, library consultant and workshop director. 
The course is primarily designed for public and bookmobile librarians and 
will consist of application and training in the use of computers in the automation 
of library processes. 
Registration will be May 16 from· 9 to 10 a.m. in Camden-Carroll Library, 
Room 201. Classes will begin at 10 a.m. 
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April 29, 1988 
FOR INI·IEDIATE RELEASE 
HOREHEAD, Ky.--Norehead State University will be a host site for three 
Universal Cheerleaders Association camps this summer. 
The camps are scheduled for June 21-24, July 26-29 and Aug. 1-4. 
Instructors for the camp will be provided by the UCA. The camp is open to 
all high school, junior high school and middle school cheerleaders. 
Participants will receive indepth instruction in new cheers, sideline chants, 
porn pons, tumbling, conditioning and safety and will participate in private coaching 
sessions each day. 
Special seminars for cheerleaders as well as sponsors are also planned for 
the camp. 
Further details about the camp may be obtained by calling UCA at 1-800-238-0286. 
##### 
ACADEMIC AWARDS WEEK 
Sunday, t~ay 1 
2 P.t•l. ACADEMIC AWARDS CONVOCATION, Button Auditorium; Reception to follow 
in Red Room, Adron Doran University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2002. 
3 P.M. CONCERT: Jazz Ensemble III, Duncan Recital Hall, Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
f1onday, May 2 
8 A.r4.-4 P.M. ART EXHIBIT: Karen Stone, gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, 
f1onday thru Saturday, thru Aug. 5. Additional information: (606) 783-2766. 
NOON SCHOLARS LUNCHEON, Red Room, Adron Doran University Center. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2010. 
6 P.t·1. ALL SPORTS BANQUET, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center. 
Tickets $6. Additional information: (606) 783-2386. 
8 P.~1. STUDENT C0~1POSERS RECITAL, Duncan Recital Hall. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2473. 
Tuesday, ~lay 3 
7 A.t·1. COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES RECOGNITION BREAKFAST, Crager Room, 
Adron Doran University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2134. 
8 P.M. GRADUATE RECITAL: Anthony Sparks, trumpet, Duncan Recital Hall. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Wednesday, May 4 
7 A.t~. COLLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES HONOR BREAKFAST, Red Room, Adron 
Doran University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2858. 
8 A.r~. NURSING HORKSHOP: Pediatric Assessment III, Adron Doran University 
Center; thru May 6. Additional information: (606) 783-2635. 
Thursday, May 5 
11:30 A.M. COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY LUNCHEON, Red Room, 
Adron Doran University Center. Additional information: (606) 783-2637. 
~---- - 8- P:H:---- GUESrHECITA~Karen -Russella:nd-Jodi Tayror,-flute, Duncan Recital 
Hall. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Friday, f~ay 6 
NOON DEAN'S LIST RECEPTION, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2767. 
7 P.N. ACADEMY OF ARTS SPRING RECITAL, Duncan Recital Hall. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2659. 
##### 
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